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INTRODUCTION

The object of the present study is to demonstrate the co-ordi

nate roles of ecological and economic considerations in land-use 

planning by means of classification of land capability. Most of the 

past studies in this field suffer in varying degrees from a lack of 

appreciation of the integrated approach, to the problem; being eitheT 

. purely ecological investigations ignoring economic significance 

of land utilization or the other way round. The present study is an 

attempt to point out this anomaly and illustrate a pratical inte
grated method of classification by its application to. a sample area. 

The purpose of land-use planning is to promote the optimum 

management of the available land resources; such a; system of man

agement should be . suited not only to the economic and social 

needs of the community or owners of the land, but also to the in

herent nature of the land. The basic ecological tasks are to assess 

the productive capacity of land and to safeguard against any deple

tion of soil fertility. The social and economic problems are to 

choose between the various ecological possibilities in order to 

obtain the maximum profit and well being of the community.

The patterns of land-use in the different; parts of the 

world have been evolved gradually during the course of civilisation. 

It is paradoxical that this gradual shaping of land-use patterns has 

not led, in the majority of cases, either to the most appropriate 

of the land-uses for the site or to the most profitable one for the 

people themselves. The choice of a land-use is almost everywhere 
c 

more due to conformity with traditional pratices than to considera

tions of land capability.
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In the past few decades, however, the need has been felt for 

rational land-use policies, based on thorough scientific studies. 

During the post-war period, these investigations have received much 

attention. The chief reasons for the increased research activity in 

this field are connected with the increase of human population and 
pressure on land resources for;

(i) greater food production,

(ii) urban and industrial expansion, communication and re

creation,
(iii) larger quantities of raw material for industries; awd 

(iv) coupled with the above development is the greater aware- 
the. fov

ness/of conservation of resources for prosperity,rather 

than their exploitation during a limited period, which 

includes preservation of wild life.

There has been a greater understanding and wider application 
of ecological methods and princj.es of economics to these problems 

in recent years than in the past.

There is a wide range of factors influencing land-use, 

which can be grouped under five main heads ■— ecological, economic 

social, technological and historical.

Ecological or environmental factors constitute the biggest 

.group and comprise climate,geomorphological and biological factors. 
It is generally accepted that under natural conditions, the sum total 

of all the ecological factors, or the ecosystem, is in a dynamic 

equilibrium and a slight displacement in one factor may cause the 

movement of the state of equilibrium to a new stable position. The 

various factors are interdependent and cannot act separately. The 

use to which man may put his land is severely limited by the 

combined influence of the total environment.On purely ecological 

princj.es
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considerations, uses that lead to site deterioration by adversely 

upsetting the balance are unacceptable.

Economic or financial factors include the economics of pro
duction and management of land under existing conditions of demand, 

* wages and costs, in relation with possible future changes. On pure

ly economic grounds the' best use is the one that results in maximi

sation of sustained profits from a piece of land.
Social factors depend on the social needs of t^e community 

concernedjor of the nation as a whole. Social, factors, which include 

institutional and legal factors, tend to be more biased than 

ecological and economic factors but sometimes may override all 

others.
Under tacKsi-ogical factors are included the system and inten

sity of management and use of different techniques and equipment 
to improve the site or its utilisation. In the absence of any ame

liorative process,many sites have a very limited range of uses. With 

increasing use of fertilisers and mechanised farming, the producti

ve capacity of agricultural land can be improved considerably.

Historical factors are concerned with the interactions of all 

the other factors over a period of time. These factors represent 
the trends which land-use has followed with changes in social cond

itions and scientific progress. The pattern of land-use at a parti

cular time exerts a considerable influence on development.

It is difficult to establish the superiority of any of the 

above factors over the others. All are connected and none can be 

disregarded completely. The relative importance of any factor in a 

particular study depends on the purpose of that study. Ecological 

and economic factors are capable of quantification, or at least 
tUe.

some values may be assigned to them. On the other hand, rest of the 



factors are only qualitative; and impossible to measure in numerical 
terms .

The classification, of land into distinct units is a basic- 

requirement of any land-use planning programme. Land has been cla- 

- ssified in various ways in the past. Geographers have classified la

nd according to the present land-use. Plant geographers have mapp
ed the distribution, of plant communities and individual species» 

Soil surveyors distinguish areas according to such features as the 
colour, depth and^exture of the soil. Some ecologists have trie^to 

distinguish different areas according to the whole ecological 
(environmental) complex. These methods of approach are related to 

visible features of land and its: use. The economist's approach, is 

of a different nature inasmuch as economic productivity of land 

is viewed in relation to alternative investment opportunities in 

the existing socio-economic pattern.

In the present, study,, attention has been confined to the eco

logical and economic factors only. This has been done to achieve 

useful results, within the available time, on an assessment of land 
capability. It is stressed, however, that parallel studies of 

other factors would be essential for development purposes.
In Part I, some of the literature on studies made in the 

past on land classification and other aspects of land-use in Bri

tain and other countries is reviewed. Part II deals with the inves

tigations carried out in the study area at Bowhill Estate in Sel

kirkshire, Southern Scotland, and the results achieved therein.



PART I

REVIEW OF LITERATURE AND STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

CHAPTER 1

ECOLOGICAL FACTORS AND ENVIRONMENTAL LAND CLASSIFICATION

An assessment of the capacity of land to produce crops useful 
the.

to man and subsequent classification of land on this basis necessit

ates an appraisal of the factors of environment responsible for the 

variability in productivity. Environmental land classifications try 

to do this by an evaluation of the inherent site characteristics, 

in concrete units, and an assessment of their influence on land-use 

and production. Such classifications aim at a division of land into 

suitable classes with well defined ranges of chosen factors, consi

dered likely to affect growth and production, and within specified 

limitations of use. The land is usually graded in terms of some es

timate of land-use potential. The grading may be qualitative, such 

as suitability for a particular land-use, or may be quantitative, 

based on measurements of a function of productivity.

Environmental factors that affect growth and yield of crops, 
and therefore land-use, are (i) climate, (ii) geology, (iii) topo

graphy or geomorphology, (iv) soil and (v) vegetation. An addition

al factor is the interference in the natural environment of a loca

lity by man as reflected by the present land-use and system of man

agement, which forms an artificial feature of the environment.

Various studies and surveys made in the past on land capabil

ity classifications in different parts of the world use one or the 

other environmental factors as the starting point for the basic 

framework - present land-use, climate, soil, vegetation or geomor-
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phology. Many classifications are "based on classifications of sing

le factors, for example, on climatic, soil or vegetation types alo

ne, "but more comprehensive ones consider every aspect of the envi

ronment, with varying degree of emphasis. Reference may also "be made 

to ecological and related surveys, carried out to assess forest, ra- 

nge, or other resources, as distinct from surveys of land potential. 

These are excluded from the scope of the present study.

CLASSIFICATION OF PRESENT LAND USE

A straight-forward method of classifying land is on the "basis, 

of the use to which it is being put at present. Broad features of 

land-use are normally shown on. ordinary geographical maps. These map

ping units are. usually too generalised to afford a detailed assess
ment of land capability. Land-use classifications require more ela

borate treatment.
The land-use classification of Great Britain by Dudley Stamp 

(1950) was based on an extensive land utilisation, survey carried out 

from 1930 to 1947. The following land-use classes were recognised 

and shown on the field sheets :--

1. Forest and woodland.

2. Meadowland and permanent grass, pastures, parks.

3. Arable or tilled land, fallow, rotation grass, market 

gardens (vegetables).

4o Heathland, moorland, commons- and rough hill pastures 
(rough grazing), rough marsh pasture, abandoned quarries,

5. Gardens, allotments, orchards, nurseries, etc.

6. Agriculturally unproductive e.g. buildings, yards, 

mines, cemetries, etc«

7. Water, ponds, lakes, reservoirs, ditches, dykes, streams.
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On the basis of this land-use survey and taking into consi

deration the effects of other factors like soils and vegetation, 

including use of indicator plants, ten major land capability types 

were finally recognised. Areas were rated according to the best of 

the existing usage. The final classification is given below :-

Type Suitability

Major Category I - Good Quality Land
1. First class land

2. Good general purpose 

farmland

3. First class land but 

more moist than type

4. Good but heavy land

1.

Major Category II - Medium Quality Land

5. Medium quality light land Agriculture
6. Medium quality general Agriculture 

purpose farmland

Major Category III - Poor Quality Land

Agriculture
Agriculture and agriculture 

with grazing

Grazing

Grazing and agriculture

and grazing 

and grazing

7. Poor quality heavy land
8. Poor quality mountain

and moorland

9. Poor quality light land

10. Poorest quality land

Grazing

Heathland

Heathland

Salt marshes, sand dunes, etc

Residue - Closely built over

This classification takes into account soil moisture and tex

tural differences and their influence on agricultural use.

Under a World Land Use Survey programme, initiated by the Int 

ernational Geographical Union, several of whose publications have 

appeared in recent years (1958 to 1965)? the above method is being 
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extended to other* countries of the world. This survey recommends a 

standardised land-use classification, in order to secure uniformity 

all over the world.
A study of present land-use patterns in the Highlands and 

Islands of Scotland and their bearing on potential use has been 
made by the Advisory Panel on the Highlands and Islands (1964), pri

marily from a social viewpoint. McClellan (1965) has emphasised the 

role of a basic land-use classification as the starting point in the 

Canada Land Inventory Project.
The interpretation of existing land-use classification in terms 

of potential use presents many problems. According to Dudley Stamp 

(1963)? existing land-use studied historically is often a good guide 

of potential. Variations in yield under present land-use may be due 

to the level of farming techniques as well as to qualities of land. 

Such variation forms a good clue to potential.

A severe limitation of basing land classifications on present 

land-use is the very qualitative and subjective nature of the method. 

The investigator is easily led to select the best of the existing 

uses, according- to his own experience, as the potential optimal use. 

He is liable to neglect the ecological needs of the land. Another 

drawback is that changes in economic conditions may change the poten

tial of a particular type of land under certain existing land-use 

considerably, thereby rendering the classification ineffective.

CLIMATIC CLASSIFICATION

Climate has a general influence on the. broad land-use distribu- 

tion in different^of the world. Important factors like temper

ature, rainfall or total precipitation, humidity, length of growing 

season, drought and frost have been recognised as affecting the 
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growth of vegetation. Attempts have been made to combine individual 

characteristics of regional climate and microclimate in order to ev

olve suitable climatic indices related directly to growth. Various 

such indices have been formulated from time to time. A few of the 

earlier examples are:

(i) Martonne’s humidity quotient - annual precipitation div

ided by mean annual temperature;

(ii) Angstrom’-s measure of continentality - the difference 

between mean temperatures of the warmest and coolest 

months;
(iii) Koppen’s critical rainfall - R 21.0.44 X ( Mean annual 

temperature - a constant); if rainfall is. greater than 

R, the area falls in the humid zone;

(iv) Meyer’s ratio - precipitation divided by saturation 

deficit.

None of the above indices have been applied satisfactorily.

Thomthwaite and Hare (1955) attach a great importance to eva

potranspiration. Their division of the world into moisture provinces 

is based on the value of a Moisture Index, derived from the relation
ship of Moisture surplus( when precipitation, exceeds water need). 

Moisture deficiency( occuring when during the drying season stored 

soil moisture is steadily diminished due to evapotranspiration and 
the actual evapotranspiration falls below the potential) and Poten

tial Evapotranspiration,The last is defined as the evapotranspira

tion that would occur- from a vegetation-covered surface if soil 

moisture conditions were adequate for unrestricted transpiration. 

Values of Moisture Index of 100 and above indicate perhumid region; 

20-100, moist or humid; 0-19.9? moist subhumid;-19.9 to 0, dry sub- 

humid;~39.9 to -20, semi-arid; and -60 to -40, arid zones. A high 
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degree of correlation, is found between Moisture Indices and observ

ed distribution of vegetation and soils.
Paterson’s(1956) climatic index for potential vegetative pro

ductivity, known as CVP index, is probably more useful, as it takes 

into account a larger number of factors. The index is calculated by 

the formula;
Tv P x G R,.

I\m - x----— x - ? where Tv - mean monthly temper- 
o T«- I2

ature in C of the warmest month; T^- difference in C between mean 

monthly temperatures of the warmest and coolest months; P - mean 

annual precipitation in mm.; G - length of growing season in months 

and radiation at the pole and Rs- radiation at the particular 

site, both measured in thousand gram calories per square cm» per 

minute. The value of I ranges from zero in polar and desert regions 

to around 20,000 at the Equator. Forest growth is impossible when I 
is less than 25 and falls off when it exceeds 30,000. (Rennie ,1962).

Paterson (1962) has described the application of CVP index to 

determine yield potential of individual sites based on climatic and 

yield data in fully stocked virgin stands of Scotspine, pure or mix
ed, and aged 80 to 100 years, in Sweden. He found that tem^rature 

amplitude had the greatest effect, followed by length of the growing 

season. Precipitation had comparatively little influence. Estimates, 

of potential total yields based on the climatic index for four Scan

dinavian countries were comparable with other estimates.

In the modified index, designated CVP, , precipitation is repre

sented by its square root. CVP and modified CVP( indices have also 
been used in France by Parde/ (1959,1964) in Italy by Gambi (i960) 

and in Canada by Lemieux (1961).

Of regional interest, is a division of Scotland into climatic 

Sub-regions by Anderson and Fairbairn (1955). The climatic 
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regionalization is on the basis of the two major factors, temperature 

and. precipitation. The former is represented by the length of grow
ing season (instead of the mean temperature of the growing season) 
adjusted to sea level (by allowing 1°F fall of temperature for every 

300’ rise in elevation), and the latter by mean rainfall during the 

growing season,from May to September inclusive. The length of grow

ing season is defined as that period of time, measured in number of 

days, which lies between the first day in spring,when mean tempera- 
o

ture rises to 45 F and the first day in autumn, when mean tempera

ture fails to reach 45 F. On the basis of these two factors, they

have formed 4 zones of length of growing season in 5 day' intervals

starting from below 191 days to over 205 days? and 4 zones of grow

ing- season rainfall, having rainfall below 15", 15"-2O", 2O"-3Of’', 

and over 30" respectively, giving in all 14 climatic sub-provinces 

for the whole of Scotland. They range from the cold and dry northeast 

to warmer and wetter southwest. Apart from temperature measured by 

length of growing season in interaction with altitude and rainfall, 

exposure to wind is also seen to have inhibiting effect on tree gro

wth, restricting it to lower protected altitudeseven in otherwise 

favourable localities.

The chief utility of climatic classification or zonation of 
lan^on the basis of cliwwbe-lies in ascertaining a general pattern of 

growth of crops;but for a detailed investigation of crop^ responses, 

interactions with other factors are always more important.

SOIL CLASSIFICATION

The soil reflects the interaction of all factors of the envi

ronment. Dokuchaiev(1870) put forward the concept of a soil being 

developed as..a result of a unique combination of the five genetic 
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factors - climate, parent material, relief, living organisms and 

time. Consequently the soil, like vegetation, can he used as an in

dex of site conditions. A large number of land classifications have 

been based on soil classifications on this principle.
There are .many systems of natura]/or taxonomic soil classifi

cations based on the morphology of soil profiles. A good historical 

account of taxonomic soil classifications is given in the U.S. Dep

artment of Agriculture, Soil Conservation Service publication on So
il Classification (i960).

Another group of soil classifications is known as interpreta
tive classifications. Vink (1963) and D’Hoore (1965) have listed 

some of these.
(i) Soil Quality classification, leased on some technical qua

lity of soil important for a certain use or for improvement, such as 

permeability, ploughability, erosion hazard, etc.
(ii) Soil Crop Response classification, gives the response of a 

croton a certain type of soil with a certain management level, for 

example , fertilizer treatment.
(iii) Soil Use classification, or more appropriately Land Use 

classification, (discussed earlier) .

(iv) Soil suitability classification, indicates the general sui

tability of soils for a more or less specific use or for soil impro

vement.
(v) Recommended Use classification; (vi) Advisory land classi

fication; (vii) Adminstrative land classification; and

(viii) Land Capability classification, based on soil in interac

tion with ■ the; other environmental factors.

A taxonomic soil classification, usually termed ” Soil Classi

fication11, is the grouping of soils according to their inherent 
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properties . D ’Hoore (1965 ) has. made comparisons' between the four cur

rent classification systems with regard to their categorisations.

They are Russian, American, French and Belgian systems. All these are 

pedogenetical soil classifications for a global rather than regional 

application. In each system, 6-7 category levels are recognised and, 

thoug-h categories of the same level may be roughly similar in scope 
they are not/so in contents,spectally in the case of highest catego

ries. The emphasis in Russian system is more on genetic factors whi

le in the American, more emphasis is given to the morphology of the 

soil profile.

Of these systems, the American system is more widely known and 

employed in soil survey. There are six categories in this classifi

cation (U.S.D.A.196o), starting from the category of Order, and end

ing in Soil Series. Families consist of a number of soil series with 
relatively homogeneous properties, important to growth^f plants. A 

soil series comprises soils which have been derived from the same 

parent material under the same climate and topography. Variability 

within a series may occur in slope, stoniness, truncation "by erosion, 

nature of horizons within normal depth of ploughing and depth of bed

rock. Soil series are named after places and Families after main 

soil series. Soil series is the primary and basic unit in classifi

cation and is also the ultimate mapping. unit? in general.

In soil surveys in Britain, a simpler genetical classification 

has been adopted. Two categories are recognised- namely Soil Associ

ation and Soil Series. Soil series are named after places or rivers 

andd associations after the main soil series. Soil Association is a 

grouping of soil series derived from the same geological material 

and found together in a definable area. A soil series comprises 

soils belonging to the same major soil type (brown forest soils, 
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podzols, gleys, etc.), with same parent material, climate, topogra

phy, drainage conditions and textural differences.

In the Southern uplands region of Scotland, where soil surveys 
have been completed, Muir (1956) and Ragg (i960) have classified

- soils according to the soil, profiles and drainage conditions.Gley- 

ing developed in various horizons, due to impeded drainage at diffe

rent depths, forms a distinguishing feature between soil series of 

the same major type§ such as freely drained brown forest soils and 

brown forest soil with gleyed B and C horizons. There is generally 

little difference in soil texture within a Soil Association, Soil 

series is the mapping unit. Variations due to depth of soil, stoni

ness and soil structure, may occur within soil series. No formal 

soil suitability classification is attempted in these surveys but 

general indications regarding suitability of soil series for agri
culture are given.

In Ireland, Gardner and Ryan (19'64), using approximately the 

same system of soil classification in the survey of County Wexford, 

have given more elaborate description. An interesting feature of 

' this survey is a soil suitability classification made on the basis 

of an evaluation of the significance of the more permanent charae- 

teristics of the soil in the lig-ht of existing land-use rather, 

than on any measurement of production. The use range, type of limi
tations to use and the soil series • comprising it are given for each 

soil suitability class. A high standard of management practices 
(including the application of lime and fertilizers as required) is 

assumed. Seven classes are recognised, plus some unclassified soils. 

Briefly their description is as follows:

Class A- Suitable for cultivate^ crops, pasture or forestry; 

wide use range; no serious limitations;includes Broww 
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Earths,some Grey Brown Podzolics and some Brown Podzoli^s.

Class B- Moderate suitability for cultivated crops, pastures 

and forestry; somewhat limited range due to either 
(i) very coarse texture, or (ii) imperfect natural dra

inage, or (iii) periodic flooding; includes some Grey 

Brown Podzolics, some Brown Podzolics and Gleys.
Class C — Moderate to poor suitability for cultivated crops; mod

erate suitability for pasture or fostry; somewhat limi

ted use range due to poor drainage and weakly developed 

structure; includes some Gleys.
Class D- Poor suitability for cultivated crops; moderate for 

pasture or forestry; limited use range due to serious 

drainage, problem, low fertility, heavy texture, weak 

structure and poor consistence; includes some Gleys.
Class E- Unsuited to cultivated crops or intensive grazing; 

moderate to poor suitability for extensive grazing 

or forestry;'very limited use range due to shallow 

soils, rocky out crops, and steep slopes; includes 

some Brown Podzolics and some Podzols.

Class F-Unsuitable for cultivated crops and intensive grazing; 

poor suitability for extensive grazing or forestry; 

extremely limited use range due to very serious drai- 

. nage problem and adverse soil physical conditions;
includes some Gleys.

Unclassified soils include some Grey Brown Podzolics, some Pod

zols, basin and hill peat, alluvial and aefi^ian soils.

The soil series have also been classified in to five drainage 
classes &ndaccording to the American nomenclature.. It is seen that 
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soil series belonging to a sub-group formed on the basis of the Ame

rican classification also fall, in general, into one suitability class.

Soil suitability classifications of similar types, recognising 

various classes suitable for arable farming or pasture or both, with 

various kinds of limitations, are also in use in Netherlands and in 

other countries of Europe (Edelman, 1963).

Nene of these classifications assess soil potential in quanti
tative terms. They only give information about the range of uses di 

different soil types .(qualitatively)and the limitations to various, 

uses, if any. Attempts to correlate various soil properties with qua

ntitative measurements of growth and yield of crops are discussed in 

a later section.

CLASSIFICATION OF VEGETATION TYPES

The study of the floristics of natural vegetation as a guide 
to productive capacity of land has long been an important branch of* 

ecological investigations, particularly in forest management and sil

viculture. Clements (1916), working in U.S.A., developed the theory 

that natural vegetation afforded an index of the sum total of physi

cal factors affecting land fertility and, therefore, that an adequate, 

vegetation survey obviated detailed investigations of soil, climate 

andd. drainage.
The nature of climax vegetation in relation to the climate, and 

soil represents an index of site capacity. The mapping of forest 

types and grassland communities is based on the distribution of tree 

or plant communities in stable equilibrium with environmental and bio 

logical forces. There is an extensive literature on such classifica

tion of forest, range and grassland types and only a few instances 

are given here.
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The works of Tansley (1939) in Britain and Champion (1936) in 

India are important contributions in this field. Stapledon (1936) in 

Wales recognised chief grassland types as indicating bpth the chac- 

racter of the physical? . factors and possibilities of improvement. 
Anderson (1950) has classified wasteland sites in Britain and rela

ted them to six soil fertility classes and to theee grades of soil 

moisture, availability in summer. The final classification has 20 sub

classes of wasteland plant communities (grass herbs). His classifi

cation of natural woodlands into 15 forest types is based on an ear

lier classification by Tansley and others, modified according to his 

pens onal obs ervat ions.
In Canada Linteau (1955), has made a detailed forest site class- 

ification .based on tree association in Quebec. In Uganda, Lang- 
dale Brown et al. (1964) have based their classification on plant com

munities, which are related to the environment and the current land- 

use. The land-use potential is assessed by considering the range of 

uses of each type of land, comparing areas inside and outside Uganda. 

For Jordon, Poore and Robertson (1964) have given a classification of 

range types on the basis of distribution of vegetation (plant associ
ation) and present land-use. All these workers have made use of aeri

al photographs to map the distribution of plant cover and. environmen

tal types.
Duchaufor (1961) finds a close relationship existing between 

soil humus type and natural vegetation. Ee has evolved a method of 

defining sites based on vegetation-humus-soil correlation and given 

a detailed classification of humus into types, varieties and sub-ty

pes. According to him, (i) there is a close relationship between the 

site medium and natural vegetation which characterises it,(ii) soil 

is the fundamental element of the environment,(iii)in the soil it 
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is the humus type which more closely integrates the locality condi

tions, and (iv) the vegetation is more closely linked to the humus 

type. The application of this method is, however, limited in scope 

due to its reliance on a single factor, which is difficult to évalu

ât e.
Harper(1962) in a study in the Lammermuir Hills in Southern 

Scotland has demonstrated that the distribution of vegetation types 

in this area agrees very closely with that of the soils. The latter- 
in turn are also^hown to follow the changes in the topography and the 

parent material.

USE OF INDICATOR PLANTS

The role of ground vegetation as an indicator of site capacity 

has also been the subject of many ecological studies. The work of 
Cajander(1909 and later) in Finland on the relation of the producti

vity of the. forest to the ground vegetation showed the usefulness of 

indicator plants in forest site assessment. Provided forest cover 

has a certain density, but irrespective of species, increasing pro

ductivity is correlated with ground vegetation.

Many studies have been carried out to relate ground vegetation 

with productivity of forest site. Cajander’s classification with 
some modification,has been used in Sweden by Tamm (1950) on indica
tor plants in conifer forests. In Canada, Sisam (1938), Linteau (195<3) 

Rowe (1956) and Illingworth and Arlidge(i960) have studied more, de

tailed relationships between forest site and ground vegetation. Dau- 
benmire (1961) found ground vegetation types as indicators of the 

rate of height growth of Ponderosa pine in Washington and Idaho,U.S.A.

Gilchrist (1872) was one of the first foresters who recognised 

the importance of ground vegetation and indicator plants (Anderson,
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1950) . He used his knowledge in the choice of species for planting 

in waste land and deforested areas. Anderson himself has also dealt 

with the use of indicator plants in site assessment and also pointed 

out its limitations, particularly because of two factors. Firstly 

that wasteland plant communities are greatly affected by human inter“ 

ference, grazing, burning and other agencies; and secondly, that often 

unsatisfactory indicator plants are widely used for assessment of site 

that are not indicative of a small range of site conditions. Use of 

indicator plants for assessment of site before planting seems to be 

popular with foresters in Australia and New Zealand (van der Voort 

et al.,1965).
Ure (1965) in New Zealand and Hodgkins (196I) in U.S.A, have tried 

to establish relatioship between forest site and ground vegetation by A
applying quantitative methods. Ure recognised five site classes for 

Pinus radiata, differentiated chiefly according to height at 20 years 

age. The diagnostic ground vegetation of each of five classes was li

sted in sample areas and the site classes mapped on the basis of their 

distribution with the help of aerial photographs. This site classifi

cation is used for estimating growing stock of forest crops and for 

preparing long-term cutting and also broad annual plans of operation. 

This method is found to be useful in planning on a wider scale but 

not so much on smaller-/scales. In a check carried out on a number of 

sample plots, a net average under-estimation by 5.9% of the growing 

stock volume was found.
Hodgkins on the other hand has estimated site index for Lodge

pole pine from quantitative evaluation of associated vegetation. He 
has related tree site index to mean values of ground site index (av- 

erage abundance of indicator species measured qantitatively). The 

latter quantities are also correlated with soil moisture.
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COMPREHENSIVE LAND CAPABILITY CLASSIFICATIONS

The Land Capability Classification evolved by the U.S. Depart
ment of Agriculture, Soil Conservation Service(1961) is a comprehen

sive system of classification based principally on soil characteris

tics modified by climatic limitations and slope (erosion hazard). 

The soil mapping units form the building stones of the system. A 

moderately high level of management is assumed. Soil and climatic 

limitations in relation to the use, management and productivity of 

soils are the basis for differentiating capability classes.

Among the eight classes formed, classes I to TV are suitable 

for cultivation and classes V to VIZI have limited use range,gener

ally not suited for cultivation. The capability classes are further 

subdividedinto sub-classes corresponding to four kinds of limitations: 

Sub-class Limitations

e Risk of erosion

w Wetness, poor soil drainage or overflow due

to excess water

s Limitations within the rooting zone, shallow

ness, stoniness, low moisture holding capaci

ty, low fertility, salinity or sodium con

centration

c Climatic limitations, temperature or lack of
moisture.

The final category in the classification is a capability unit. 

It is a grouping of one or more soil mapping units that are nearly 

alike in suitability for plant growth and in responses to the same 

kind of management.

The elimination of any of the moisture or climatic limitations 
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by improvement of the soil, say,by irrigation or drainage, would 

place a soil into a higher capability class, consistent with other 

limitations. The effect of management is thus given due importance.

In Britain, a similar system of physical classification for 
agricultural use has been evolved by the Study Group on Agricultural 
Land Class ification(1965) for England and Wales. The classification 

is based on physical characteristics of land influencing crop prod

uction and affecting, what are called, long' term agricultural values 

as against short term considerations, of social, economic and techno
logical changes.

Five grades of land are recognised according to tgr degree to 

which its physical characteristics impose long term limitations on 

agricultural use, evaluated on the basis of existing usage. Attempt 

is made to associate various grades with soil properties and there

fore with mapped soil series. It is admitted that due to lack of 

sufficient data on soils, microclimate, and productivity, precise def

inition of grades is not possible. Brief descriptions are as follows:

Grade Description

I Land with minor or no physical limitations to

agricultural use; deep well drained soils, easy to 

cultivate; flexible cropping; high yields.
II Land with minor limitations due to soil ( texture,

depth or drainage); less flexible cropping; lower 

yields.

Ill Land of average quality; limitations due to soil,

relief or climate; restricted cropping, mainly 

grass and also cereals; reasonable yield with 

proper management.

Land with severe limitations due to adverse soil, 
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relief or climate or a combination, of these; low-output agriculture, 

mainly grass.
Grade V Land of little agricultural value with very seve

re limitations; mainly under grass or rough grazing.
The grade of a land fixed in accordance with the above classi

fication is further modified considerably by the influence of other- 
factors of climate, soil,andrite. For example, steeper slopes result 

in a lower grade; similarly, shallow soils less than 10” deep or 

stone content of more than 50% or poor drainage conditions (except in 

sandy soils) necessitates down-grading.

This classification has been produced for application on a na

tional scale. The economic assessments of various grades are also 

proposed to be made by the Study Group.
In Canada, Hills (1952,1960 and other papers) has evolved a 

theoretical and highly complex method (for particular application oo 

forestry). Site is considered to be an integrated complex of total 

environment, including forest. The idea is to integrate a very large 

number of basic factors influencing land capability into a higher 

category of small number of features and by gradual integration to 

build up an ultimate whole. Three major groups or integrated features 
are used in site classification - (a) physiographic, (o) oiological, 

and (c) cultural (i.e. connected with human activity). Because of 

their stability rather than their importance,physiographic features 
have been chosen to constitute the frame of reference for total site. 

They are (a) ecoclimate, (b) soil moisture requirement and (c) nutri

ent regime. Each contributary factor is ranked on a general site 

scale from extremely low to extremely high, with eleven classes num

bered as @, 0, 1 to 9«

In a regional Survey, the area would be classified successi
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vely in to the following categories:
1. Forest Association Region., covering a wide range of soil and 

climatic conditions 1111 with uniform and distinctive 

vegetation/landform relationships "based on temperature and 

humidity;

2. Site Regions, with relatil^l.y uniform effective climate 

and a narrow range of macroclimate ;

3. Site district, having a characteristic pattern of landform 

features;
4, Land types, being specific combinations of landform and cli

mate. A land type has a uniform effective climate and a re

latively consistent pattern of productivity potential.

5. Physiographic Site types are based on: 

(a)ecoclimate or local climate, dependent on elevation, 

slope and aspect,
(b)moisture regime classes characterised by those soil 

profile features that reflect drainage,

(c)nutrient regime.

A commendable feature of this classification is its comprehen

sive approach to include a number of factors. There is greater stress 

on topographic features and microclimate and less on soils. At all 

stages of the classification, nevertheless,the technique is subject

ive and grading of any factors precisely into one. of the eleven cla

sses in each case appears to be a formidable task.

The G-lackmeyer Report of Multiple LandUse Plan by Hills and 
Portelance (i960) is an important account of a laad classification 

system on a physical basis. This report was. prepared for a demons

tration area in Cochrane Clay Belt of Ontario, Canada, as an exer

cise into the methods for land-use research, chiefly for agricul
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tural use, other land-usestaking up secondary roles. The essential 

aim of the project was to prepare a multiple land-use plan with the 

development of agriculture as the basic objective.
The classification is based on landform characteristics, phy

siographic features and history of land-use, covering a wide range of 

factors including climate, soil, geology, land relief and animal and 

plant communities. Mapping has been done with the help of aerial pho

tographs and ground reconaissance surveys.

The report gives separate land-use plans for agriculture, fore

stry, wild life, recreation and urban development. In the composite 

Multiple land-use plan,the different blocks of land are alloted to 
various suitability classes. The seperate Forest use plan is inter

esting in itself, because classification of land capability for fore

stry, which more or less overlaps that for agriculture, has been based 

on estimated potential yield per acre and quality and production of 

timber and pulp wood.
Mention may again be made here of the Canada Land Inventory 

(1961) project which is a programme of a comprehensive survey of 

land capability and use for various purposes. The method aims at an 

assessment of land capability 5.foE'^ like/,,agriculture,

forestry, recreation and wild life on the basis of soils, climate, 
present land-use pattern and productive capacity(in economic terms).

Christian (1952) describes the method 01 land classification 
developed in Australia by the Division of Land Research and Regional 

Survey of C.S.I.R.O. in order to classify and map the lands of large 

regions and interpret land characteristics in terms of land-use po
tential. This survey deals chiefly with unsette^led areas where litt

le or no indication of potential can be obtained for the present 

land—use. The classification divided land into natural units diifexi— 
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ing in their inherent characteristics; which are taken to^geology, 

topography, soil and natural vegetation. The survey area is divided 

into following categories:
(i) Division, having a separate and distinctive drainage system;

(ii) Geomorphological sub-division, with distinctive nature of 

the land surface-stable, erosional or depositional;

(iii) Geomorphologic al unit, being broad region of similar soil 

a-nd topography but varying in parent material and clima

tic conditions;
(iv) Land System, having similar recurring pattern of topogra

phy, soil and vegetation.
(v) Land Unit, being distinctive and recurring units of same 

topography, associat&k with equally distinctive grouping 

of soils and vegetation.
Land System is the major mapping unit, it being difficult to 

show seperate land units on usual scales. Assessment of land poten
tial is made for each individual land unit, on the basis of its cli

matic conditions, water resources, fertility, other soil characteris- 

tics, nature of vegetation and pasture and timber resources. An agg

regate estimate is prepared for a land system from the values for its 

component land units. The groups of land systems having somewhat si

milar potential are called Land-Use Groups.

Surveys employing this method have been carried out in many 

parts of Australia and New Guinea and through the auspices of F.A.O. 
in OcaraguaC^hyte and Taylor 1958) and elsewhere, particularly in 

East Africa.
In the survey of lands of Buna-Kokoda area in Papua and New 

(Guinea by the C.S.I.P.O., Australia (1964), the land classification 
ba&ed.

has been^upon considerations of/climate, land form, soils,
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vegetation (represented by forest types ) and present land-use.

The entire area is divided into land systems, according to the
ir geomorphological affinities, and each land system is assigned to a 

land capability class. For each class the estimated land use poten

tial is indicated. The estimation is essentially subjective. Eight 
land classes (adapted from U.S. classification) have been recognised; 

classes I to III being eminently suitable for agriculture; TV, margi

nally suitable; V to VII, unsuitable for agriculture but useful for 

forestry and pasture; and VIII, fit only for protection of watershed 

by maintaining permanent forest. Each land class is further modified 

by proper subscripts to form sub-classes indicating limitations of 

erodibility, stoniness, low fertility, impeded drainage, flooding, 

swampy conditions.

COMPARISON OF DIFFERENT METHODS

The four systems of comprehensive land classifications discuss

ed above have their respective merits. The American system is a prac

tical method dealing with soils and their individual limitations for 

productive use. The British system is-similarly a practical physical 

classification following the American approach. The Canadian method 

has a more theoretical approach and places emphasis on detailed eva

luation of numerous environmental factors. The Australian method is 

also dependent on many ecological factors but has less clearly defin

ed and more flexible cate-gories. This classification can be adapted 

to particular situations by changing the definitions of categories 

to suit individual requirements.

Methods used in France, Belgium and other countries, of Europe 

place more emphasis on soil properties in their ability to portray 

the interactions of other environmental factors (Rennie,1963)?
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taking soil mapping units as the starting paint.

In all the systems, the ultimate objective is to subdivide the 

region into uniform areas possessing some distinctive environmental 

features. The rating of land suitability for particular uses is done 

on the basis of criteria which imply a certain level of management. 

Whereas in the American, British and European systems, greater impo

rtance is assigned to soil mapping units, in Canadian and Australian 

systems other environmental features also receive equal attention. 

The ultimate classification of a certain region arrived at by emplo

ying the different techniques is likely to be the same and so also 

the results anduconelusions drawn from them.

It is evident that the comprehensive methods involving a large 

number of factors would give more detailed and acceptable results 

than other- -attempts based on a. limited range of factors, 1 ike cli

mate, soil or vegetation alone. The latter methods have their useful 
role in the classification of the factors themselves(climate, soil, 

present land-use, landform or vegetation types) but in land capability 

survey the total environment is to be considered.
Even the information provided by the comprehensive methods seems 

a 
to be inadequate for land-use planning work because of their subjec- A
tive nature and qualitative assessments of productive capacity. The 

need is for a more quantitative and mathematical approach giving cer- 

tain values of land capability.

QUANTITATIVE ASSESSMENTS OF CROP PRODUCTIVITY

Quantitative assessments of productivity are usually based on 

measurements of some form of growth or yield of crops. In the case 

of agricultural crops, annual yields of the produce are easily 
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measured and forms a convenient basis. In special cases, yield of 

the final product, such as sugar or oils, may form the criterion». 
Dudley Stamp (1%3) advocates the adoption of a Standard Nutritio

nal Unit of 1,000,000,calories farm production per annum, for compa

risons where different crops are concerned. Another such measure is 

the Kg. Wheat Equivalent or the §®ain Equivalent, used by Clark and 
Haswell (1964). 1 kg. of wheat or similar grain like maize, millet 

or sorghta, milled down to 900 gms., yields 3150 cals. This is the 

unit used for conversions of the calorie value of other agricultu

ral produce.

In forest measurements, however, a variety of tree growth and 

yield characteristics have been used, such as age, diameter at breast 

height, total height, volume or weight. Generally assessment of site 

is done in terms of some index that represents its productive capa

city and which is evaluated by a few easy determinations of age, hei

ght or- diameter.

Among those in use, site quality class is determined on the ba

sis of top height at maturity of the crop for the species concerned. 

The commonly used Site Index is the average height that dominant and 

codominant trees on an area will attain at key ages such as fifty or 

hundred years. The key age varies with species.

Yield class is now adopted as the basis for forest site classi
fication by Forestry Commission (1966) in Wifain. It is based on 

actual or potential maximum mean annual volume increment, irrespec

tive of the age at which it culminates. The yields classes are deter

mined from top height/age curves, which divide the range of maximum 

mean annual volume increment into equal classes. Volume production 

rather than height is the basis of yield class gradation.The age at 

which the maximum increment production is attained varies with species.
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CORRELATION OF CROP PRODUCTIVITY 

WITH ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS

Many studies have been undertaken recently establishing a re
lationship between some growth characteristics, likejkeight or site 

index Cas the dependent variable), of forest crops and various soil 
or environmental factors (as the independent variables), usually by 

multiple regression analysis. The regression eqation takes the folio- 
A 

wing form( Hushh,1963)s

log H - b + b. (l/A)+b, (B) + b„ (C) +.........+\(N),

where H - Height; A - Age; and B,C,...... ,N - Soil or other 
environmental factors. If the site index is used, the component b((l/A) 

disappears and H is replaced by site index. The factors that have 

been correlated with forest growth include various site characteris

tics and soil properties, such as aspect, altitude, slope, relative 

position on the gradient, total soil depth, thickness of horizons 

available for rooting, soil structure, texture, parent material, av
ailable N,K, and Ca, phosphorus status, pH, humus decomposition, C/N 

ratio and other chemical and physical propertiaa of soil. Some typi

cal studies are described below.
In UIS.A., Trimble and Weitzman(1956) found the following 

growth equation for red pine in Northern Appalachian mountains:
Y - 1.9702 - 0.061&C,+ O.OOiaCfO.0020Xi- 0.150%4,

where Y - site index, X(- aspect, Xx- distance from ridge, X^- 

slope and X - total depth of soil.
Pawluck and Arneman (1961) related site index for growth of 

Jack pine to external drainage, density, slope, aspect, soil type 
(brown podzols, podzols anddgrey wooded soils), soil texture in 

different horizons, available moisture holding capacity in A^A^ 

Bx and B^ horizons and the sum of cation exchange capacities.
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Mader and Owen (1961) carried out multiple regression analysis 

on trie growth of Red pine with various soil physical and chemical 

proper-ties, including total organic matter and total N content. 
Viro (1961) obtained good correlations between site indices of Scots 

pine and Norway spruce and a large number of soil properties in a 
widely distributed area in Europe. In India, Seth and Bhatnagar ( 
(i960) have correlated quality class of Sal with total soil nit

rogen content.

In Japan, Nishzami et al. (1965) studied correlation of cal

culated site index withalaltitufie, aspect, slope, parent material, 

soil texture, structure, depth of bed rock, humus content and thick

ness of A, horizon and got a multiple correlation coeffiecient of 
O.96.

Other studies on similar lines include those by Trimble (1964) 
Gilmore (1963), Van Eck and Whites ide (1963), Eis (1962),Della Bi- 

naca and Olson Q96I), McGee (1961), Zinke (1961), Row (i960), Tryon 

et al. (i960) and numerous other earlier works.

All the above studies show that it is possible to estimate 

site index easily from some carefully chosen soil and topographical 

site characteristics, without recourse to measurements on the crop 

itself.

An interesting study by Clarke (1950) on prediction of agricul

tural yield from a soil profile evaluation formula shows the effect 

of soil texture and drainage on crop yield. Two prediction formulas 

for yield of wheat ear weight and straw weight were tested by regre

ssion analysis for a fw soils found in a large field. The first for
mula was P - cV^G1*, where P - Yield, c - a constant, V - textural 

value of the soil profile (sum of textural values of all horizons 

down to a depth of 30”), G z drainage factor and ’a' and ’b’ are
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the regression coefficients in the equation: 

log P - log c + a log V + b log G.
In the second formula, P - kVQ, where k - a constant, the 

textural value of the profile down to the top of the gleyed horizon, 

and ’n* is the regression coefficient in the equation:

log P - log k n log V^.

Textural value is defined as the product of depth of horizon 

and the texture rating assigned to the texture grade of the horizon. 
Drainage factor is function of the depth at which true gleying 

starts in 30” deep profile and varies from 0.5 for gleying at 9”"12” 

to 1.0 v.hen there is no gleying.

The regression coefficients a,b, and n are all found to be 

nearly equal to unity. Between the two formulas, the first gave more 

accurate predictions, indicating that wheat roots do make use of 

gleyed soils. The appropriate formula therefore simplifies to P -cVG.

Greig-Smith(1964) describes various ways of statistical treat

ment of correlating vegetation with habitat factors, when either or 

both of the dependent and independent variables, namely, vegetation 

and environmental factors respectively, are measured qualitatively 

or in quantitative units. He stresses upon the use of quantitative 

approach in dealing with ecological problems, with judgements based 

on the methods of statistical analysis, because it allows detection 

and appreciation of : smaller differences and a sounder Judgement 

of the significance of the differences observed. The same remarks 

can apply equally well to land-use studies in general and land 

classifications in particular, where a truly quantitative approach 

is still lacking.



CHAPTER 2

ECONOMICS OF LAND USE

Studies in the economics of lancL-u.se cover two kinds of prob

lems- (i) the study of economics of a particular land-use as a bus

iness enterprise and (ii) comparisons of two or more land-uses, 

competing with each other, with a view to determine their relative 

(profitability . . These problems involve, besides direct assessments, 
Oz 

investigations on economics of mangement, conservation of resources, 
A 

marketing of produce, forecasting and related studies. While the 

first group of studies are essential for improving the efficiency of 

individual land-use activities in the general economy of a region, 

those in the second group are directly concerned with land classi

fication and productivity.

In many studies of land-use comparisons, the problem often 

reduces to a simple proposition of studying the economic viability 

of competing land-uses on the same site or on comparable sites, 

given a certain set if management- systems, technologies and market 

demands, either existing or potential. Such studies therefore start 

with certain basic assumptions regarding external factors and, with

in the adopted constraints, try to compare the relative merits of 

alternative landauses in terms of some quantitative economic criteria» 

Agriculture and forestry are the two chief rivals for the use of the 

fertile and agriculturally marginal lands. In the land unsuitable 

for arable crops, the clash is normally between forestry and rough 

grazing or pasture management. Wild life management and urban deve

lopment are other competing uses.

In the economic sense, land-use involves an investment deci

sion, made- usually with the objective of maximisation of profit, 
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as in other investment opportunities. Economists, usually recognise 

three factors of production - land, labour and capital. Land plays 

a uniform part in the alternative uses since its productive capacity 

is a function of the environment and is not susceptible to change 

to any great extent. Availability of labour depends on the general 

economic condition of the local community and rates of wages.

The investment of capital in a land use activity is guided by 

the timing of the returns. In agricultural crops, the return from the 

capital invested is obtained within a short period of a few years, 

even one year in annual crops. On the other hand forestry is a long 

term activity in which there is a long gap between the initial inve

stment at establishment and the first financial return from thinning. 

The final major return is obtain*after a fairly long period,at the 

end of the rotation. After the first big investment there is usually 

recurring annual expenditure and some periodic expenses, for protec

tion and supervision and weeding, brashing and pruning respectively.

Similar situations may also arise in other types of land-use, 

like arable rotation crops,where the initial investment in fencing, 

draining, ploughing and manuring is larger than in later years.

Land-use activities thus have two important features - 
(i) separation in time of investments and returns and their irregu

lar spacing on a time scale, and (ii) variable nature of the time 

schedules under different land-uses, and, within the same land-use, 

under different management practices. An investigator in this field 

is therefore faced with three types of decisions:

(i) Accounting procedure, to prepare correct time schedules 

of costs and revenues,
(ii) Selection of a suitable rate of discount, to bring down 

all costs and returns to a specific point on the time scale.
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(iii) Choice of suitable economic criteria of profitability for 

valid application Mo different activities.

COSTING AND ACCOUNTING
Leslie (1963) considers the problem of costing as one of know

ing how to measure costs and returns, which ones to measure and how 

to project them into the future. The costs of forest plantations are 

divided into three heads: (i) Land, including the purchase price of 

land if any, cost of clearing, construction of roads, bridges,etc.; 
(ii) Establishment, including all operations from burning and plant

ing to brushing and pruning; and (iii) Annual maintenance charges. 

These are direct costs to which a suitable proportion of overhead 

costs: are added.

Statistics of costs of forestry operations as well as of the 

revenue and expenditure in private forestry estates in Britain are 

being collected in surveys conducted by the Universities of Aberdeen 
(for Scotland) and Oxford (for England and Wales), many of whose re

ports have been published. MacGregor(1951, 1956), MacGregor and Mutch 
(1953), MacGregor et al. (1956) and Mutch (i960) have given detailed 

classification of heads in which forestry accounts may be maintained 

for proper costing. Notes, are given about keeping cash books, wage 

time sheets, ledgers, compartment bookSj etc. the classification of 

overhead costs and their allocation to various activities in the es

tate. These surveys suffer from a serious shortcoming in the sampling 
of estates, ¡wlhichis^randonput consists only of estates who have agreed 

to cooperate. The figures . therefore,do not represent average con

ditions.

Fenton and Brown (1963) have made detailed calculations of 

costs of tending, thinning, conversion, milling, and other operations 

Oi in Southland, New Zealand, and., of the value of 
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thinnings and fellings.Hart (1966) has collected current data regar

ding forestry costs and timber prices in Britain. A large amount of 

data regarding economic statistics of farming are compiled by Copp
ock (1964) for England and. Viales.

With regard to assumptions of future prices and wages for eva

luating future costs and financial returns, it is necessary to make 

correct forecasts of supply and demand of the produce by studying 

general price trends and product to product relationships (possibi
lity of substitution). Many, like Treloar and Morison (1963^have 

advocated the use of current prices as choice indicators of social 

benefits and costs. The Land Use Study Group (1965) have also used 

current market prices of resources and outputs. On the other hand 
the Forestry Commission (1966) assume a lg% increase per year in 

timber prices relative to the prices of other commodities, but no 

increase in wages and other costs.
Walker (1958), in his study of comparing hill sheep farming 

and forestry, makes a few assumptions, and uses different combinations 
of these in his calculations. They are (i) a 30% increase in wages 

in 50 years’ time, (ii) a 25% reduction in timber felling and ex

traction costs due to increased efficiency after 20 years, (iii) a 
12% per annum increase in the values of net output and the capital 

and (iv) a 50% increase in the prices of either farm products or 

timber relative to the other. All the assumed changes are relative 
to 1953 prices.

The costings in land-use studies are normally based on the 

assumption of present system of management and technological progress. 

The majority of the investigators base their calculations on the 

most efficient of the available management practices on the site con

cerned. Others, like the Study Group on Agricultural Land
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Class ification(1965), take average management and fertilizer practice 

as buses. Treloar and Morison(19&3), in studies of economic compari

sons "between agriculture and forestry in VI.Australia, have consider

ed various types of possible activities, including an average farm, 

with or without bounty, an actual farm, four best farms in the loca

lity, a hypothetical farm, an orchard, hardwood forest and pine 

plantation, The results demonstrate the effect of variation in mana

gement practices on the profitability of a land-use.

RATE OF DISCOUNT

In choosing between alternatives with different time streams 

and different costs and benefits, it is necessary to make the tran

sactions at different points in time commensurate with each other 

by assigning to £hem equivalent present values. This is done by dis

counting all of them to the present by using compound interest. The 

rate ^ate- of interest or the discount rate that is used represents 

the cost of waiting for delayed returns from investments. The lower 

the discount rate, the higher will be the present worth of future 

revenue relative to that of immediate gains. A high discount rate 

will make the long term investment less attractive as the cost of 

the capital will accumulate over the years considerably when the re

turn is obtained.

The selection of a suitable rate of discount in studies of 

land-use economics has been the subject of much controversy and dis

cussion. A lower rate favours long term activities like forestry 
( the maximum at which forestry ean compete against agriculture be

ing about 7%). The commonly held view is that it should be equal 

to the going rate of interest or the market rate, or the current 
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bank rate. The market rate of discount could either be the interest 

rate at which one could borrow or at which one could lend his liquid 

assets. Some workers prefer the former alternative, but the latter 

seems to be more appropriate. It represents an individual’s oppor

tunity cost for sacrificing an alternative investment of his resou

rces including the land. This is the rate of interest which an indi

vidual could hope to earn by converting his land and capital into 

liquid fund and lending it to other productive activities.

The choice of a rate of discount depends on the risk involved 

in the undertaking. Wim <jreatev risk,ahigher speculative rate of dis

count is necessary. On this ground, taking a forest crop as a very 

safe investment, many foresters have adopted a rate of interest 

equal to that of a risk free rate of discount earned in government 

securities. This is usually about 4%, which, for many years has been 
the standard adopted in forest valuation (H$ley, 1956; Leslie, 1963; 
Fenton and Brown 1963)0 The Forestry Commission (1966) have adopted 

5% as the standard discount rate in their internal economic calcula

tions. With the assumption that future timber prices are likely to 

increase by relative to the prices of other commodities, the 

effective rate of discount for all future revenues reduces to 3£% 

at fixed prices. Since the costs are incurred mostly in the beginning 

of the rotation, the rate of discount does not effect them much, ex

cept maintenance and roading costs, which are capitalised at 5%.

In most of the current investigations the difficulty of the 

choice of discount rates has been overcome by making calculations 

with a wide range of discount rates between 0 and 10% and some times 

even higher.

To society as a whole, the discount rate has a slightly diff

erent significance. Feldestein (1964) considers two types pf 
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discount rates - Social Time Preference (S.T.P.) and Social Oppor
tunity Cost (S.O.C.), The S.T.P. rate, reflecting the governments 

judgement of the relative social utility of consumption at different 

points of time, assigns current values to future consumptions. It 

cannot be derived on the basis of the existing market rates but must 

be administratively determined as a matter of public policy. The 

S.T.P. rate may vary through time with changes in consumption level 

and growth rates. The S.O.C. rate is a measure of the values to so

ciety of the next best alternative use to which the funds employed 
in the public project might otherwise have been put.

Scott (1955) also discusses the role of S.T.P. rate of dis

count in public investment decisions, particularly with regard to 

utilisation of natural re-sources. In land-use. planning the utility 

of fixing a S.T.P. raté of discount is apparent, specially where 

ecological and social exigencies may necessitate a policy of long 

term conservation.
When the entire invested capital is to be recovered at the end 

of period out of net current annual, income, as in the case of wasting 

assets, it is usual to creat«a sinking fund which accumulates at a 

risk-free rate of interest, to an amount equal to the initial invest

ment. The rest of the earning is to be accounted for at a higher- 

risk rate of interest and the present net worth calculated by using 

the Hoskold’s twora rate valuation formula (Chapman and Meyer,1947). 

If there were no depletion of the stock and therefore æwcre need to 

replace capital earnings, as in sustained yield operations, only 

one rate of discount would be required.
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CHOICE OF PROFIT CRITERIA

A large number of criteria of profitability have been used in 

studies on economic comparisons of different timber management sys

tems in forestry alone and of agriculture and forestry as alterati

ves for the use of the same land. The latter studies are directly 

related to the problems in land-use planning, but the methods deve

loped in forestry studies are also equally applicable to the wider 

field of general land-use economics. The choice of'a suitable cri

terion for a specific situation is important.
Grayson(1963) states that the choice of criteria for rational 

appraisal of investment alternatives can. only be made, when two con

ditions are satisfied:
(a) some objective function which we wish to maximise 

has been defined , and
(b) the constraints, limiting our freedom of action have 

been identified; these constraints are physical(environmental), legal, 

administrative, social and budgetary(financial).

The nomenclature used by various workers varies and same exp- 
¿w 

ression may find different names the literature. For example, Land 
or Soil Expectation Value (calculated by the use of the Faustmanw 

formula) is. identical with the Net Discounted Revenue (when discount

ing is done of returns and expenditures in perpetuity) or the Contri
bution to Present Net Worth. Similarly Internal Rate of Return, 

A'H'M.U.cX
Financial Yield and Forest per cent denote the same function.

Fenton and Grainger(1965) of the Forest Research Institute, 

Rotorua, Nev/ Zealand, in a study of the economics of raising a Pinus 

radiata plantation for eventual comparison with agricultural use of 

the same area, have calculated Land Expectation Value, with and 
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without social costs, at discount rates ranging from 2 to 7%, The 

initial cost of land has not been considered and the current control

led timber prices are used in calculations. The Land Expectation 
Value per acre comes down sharply from £b0 at .4% to £8.8s. at 6% 

in the case excluding social costs(housing, amenities ,etc.).The 

forest per cent or the internal rate of return at which the land 
expectation value becomes nil is 6.1% and 6.9% with and without 

social costs respectively.

In a case study in the Burnham/Aylesbury area in New Zealand, 
on comparison between forestry and agriculture, Ward(1963) emplis the 

same technique. For forestry thee land expectation value is calcu

lated by using the Faustmann formula, slightly modified to include 

expenditure on pruning also:
Y^TJil.Op"- 2LPuXlsOp"b - cXl.Op^ e

L^_ — ......... ....... . .. ........  . —_ j
l.Op~- 1 .Op

where r - rotation in years, final yield from fellings at 

the end of rotation and again at years 2r, 3^, etc. in perpituity, 
Tp - thinning yield at year .ta' in the first rotation and again at 

years a+r, a+2r, etc. during successive rotations, Pb- cost of prun

ing at years b, b+r, b+2r, etc., c - cost of formation or establish

ment at the start of each rotation and e annual recurring cost of 

maintenance and protection, p is the rate of discount:.

Land expectation value for agriculture is taken simply as the 

capitalised value of net annual output (gross annual return minus 

annual costs) using the formula:

i — c____ „% where i - annual, gross output and c - annual 
.Op

cost per acre.(This formula fails to take account of the one year’s 
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time lag between investment ,c, in any year, and the income,i, from 

it. The initial investment should therefore be subtracted to get 
the correct value; L-^-c^c — cXl.opj CV" w—»..— —. r. - ~~ ... „„I.,,,,,

.Op .Op
Similar formulae are used by Muir(1964) in Australia. In add

ition another test of ’percentage return’ is also applied. Percentage 

return is the annual net return per acre expressed as a percentage 

of total investment per acre but without discounting. In a compari

son of returns on three soil types in South Australia from fores

try and sheep grazing, the percentage return from forestry is bett

er tiweach case» Land costs are included in the investment capital, 
which is 3 to times .higher fbrnforestry than that for grazing. 

In other studies in N.S.W., for comparasions between forestry and 

agriculture (sheep farm) and between forestry and apple orchard, 

both the land expectation values and percentage returns turn out to 

be substantially lower for forestry.
Chisholm (1963) also uses a land expectation value model in 

a study of the relatively profitability of sheep/beef farming, dairy 

farming' and forestry on two low productivity soil classes in New 

Zealand. Leslie (1963) has discussed the application of the Faust- 

mannn formula in a variety of calculations on the economics of for

est plantations. In a case study he has calculated land expectation 
values for a 50 years rotation at the discount rates of 2 to 8%. 

After 6% it becomes negative. The financial yield which is the rate 

of interest earned by the plantation for any given cost of land can 

be read directly from the graph of land expectation value against 

the rate of discount. If financial yields for a number of rotations 

are calculated, a financial rotation can be selected which gives
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the great^&t financial yield (for a given cost of land). It is fur- 

laro-fvtaJbiVvty of
ther possible to determine the^expenditure on site improvement, 

where such improvement can lead to higher future money yield.lt ran 

also be used to test the. merits of different thinning or pruning 
treatments.

Treloar and Morison (19&3) in three studies of economic compa

risons of forestry and agriculture in West Australia have used^num- 

ber of economic criteria :

1. Annual net return per £ of expenditure, expressed as parent 

cent of total cost. This measures economic growth,
2. Discounted net return per acre, discounted over- a period 

equal to a forest rotation.
3. Discounted gross return per acre, discounted over a forest 

rotation.

4. Internal rate of return determined from the graph when the 

discounted net return per acre is nil.

Various types of farming and forestry activities have been 

studied using current costs and prices. WJtkArate of discount the 

values of the first three criteria drop rapidly in the case of pine 

plantations but show a gradual decline for farming and orchards. On 

the basis of the detailed studies of results, the authors have been 

able to give very definite recommendations about the potential uses 

in all the three areas.

in Britain, ;axker(1958) has assessed the relative productivi

ty of land under forestry and agriculture in the. major hill land 

areas of Scotland and Wales. The comparison is made between the net 

value added per 100 acres under forestry in 50 years (rotation) and 

the aggregate of the net annual land products per 100 acres under 

yield.lt
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agriculture, each year’s product accruing at interest from the year 

of origin to the fiftieth year. The effects of changes in wages and 

extraction costs, timber and farm products prices relative to each 

other etc, (already discussed), have also been studied. The results 

o.f net values added by land is in favour of forest an all cases if 

the discount rate is 4 percent or less. At higher rates of interest 

upto 7% the claim of forestry to the hill land depends on factors 

of wages, prices and housing costs.
The Land-Use Study Group of the Natural Resources (Technical) 

Committee (1965) have used the following criteria in comparisons 

between forestry and agriculture in a few selected areas :

1. Net discounted revenue per acre discounted over a period 

of one forest rotation, at three rates of discounts - 3%, 
5%, and

2. N.D.R. per £100 capital (or discounted investment) - 

Capital includes initial investment and expenditure up 

to the point when the under-taking becomes self-financing.

3. Discounted cash flow rate of return, equivalent to finan

cial yield or internal rate of return; the rate of dis

count at which N.D.R. per acre is nil.

In all calculations current market prices of resources and 

outputs are used and different levels of investments by a private 

owner or the state are studied seperately. The choice between the 

profit criteria depends on which input factors is limiting. Where 

land is scarce it should be highest profit/unit area (ND^/acre) 

and when capital is scarce, highest profit/unit of capital (NDR/£1OO) 

The cost of land is not taken into account.
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For all sites surveyed, the internal rate of return ranges 

from a negative value to 18% to the nation and from 5 to 20% to a 

private owner in the case of agriculture and from 3 to 7^% and from.

to respectively in the case of forestry. The decision of the 

investor would depend on which rate of discount he prefers to choose.
The Forestry Commission(1966) have adopted N.D.R. per acre

and N.D.R. per £100 capital, calculated at a 5% rate of interest, in 

their economic assessment of profitability-ef pge^i^ahil it y of diff

erent crops and calculation of the financial rotation as well .. as the 

optimum replacement date of a normal or an unsatisfactory crop.

Average Standard Net Output per acre, for agricultural use 

alone, has also been used as a criterion for economic assessments 
the.

of physical grades of land by Stud^ Group on Agricultural Land Cla

ssification (1965). Standard Net Output per acre is defined as 

"yield.X price - cost of seed", assuming average management and fer

tilizer practice. This however, does not appear to be a useful mea

sure for comparing different land-uses with dissimilar management 

and outputs.
Webster (1963,1965) has made a case study to appraise the 

practical importances among profit criteria. 23 timber management 

opportunities were ranked according to Jou-rdifferent criteria as 

follows:

MaxiHiias
1. Internal rate of return
2. Contribution to present net worth, at 3 and 6% 

discount rates
3, Value response per cost dollar, at 3 and 6% dis

count rates - relates discounted present worth of 

benefits and costs as a ratio;
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Minimise
4. Pay out period, measuring the number of years requi

red to recover an investment - this criterion is 

used alone or in combination with site productivity
Os 

as a secondry criterion,

Rankings by various methods are compared visually and also by 

correlation analysis for each pair of profit criteria. All the cri

teria, with the exception of pay out period, gave much the same re

sults in terms of the timber management opportunities examined. This 

was particularly true of those ranked/somewhere near the top of the 
list (specially first 10 opportunities}.

Benefit-Cost Analysis (Sewell et al., 1962) is a simple budget 

method used in project evaluations which could also be applied in 

land-use studies. Benefits from output of useful goods and services 

include primary or direct benefits, secondry or indirect benefits, 
intangible benefits (not priced in a market but capable of being- 

valued) and unmeasurable benefits. Similarfycosts can be classified 

into tangible and intangible. Net Benefits^ Total bene fits-Total 

costs; Benefit-cost ratio- Benefits/Costs;. Decision should be based 

on tangible plus a consideration of intangible benefits. Economic 

comparisons can be made on the following criteria:

1. A comparision of net benefits;

2. A compares ion of Benefit-cost ratio

3» A compaeision of ratio of return on investment - annual 

net benefit expressed as a percentage of capital investment. 

Another method developed by forest economists (Duerr et al, 
19^6; Fedkiw and Yoho,1956) is Financial Maturity, using the margi

nal analysis approach (Webster,1965;Leslie,1963). Prospective 
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increases in the value of standing timber are expressed as .1 inter

est ratesjbased on present value^and are then compared with a minimum 

acceptable rate, called the alternative rate of return. Timber is 

judged to be mature when the two rates are equal. At this point the 

N.D.R. is also maximum. The financial maturity can easily be calcu

lated without discounting when the marginal (current) annual value 

equals the selected rate of interest (alternative rate of return).

Financial maturity considers only the cost of funds tied in 

the form of standing timber but if it is modified to include oppor- 

tiinity cost associated with the land it would be equivalent to maxi

misation of N.D.R»

If the net discounted revenue is converted into a recurring 

annual rental by multiplying by the rate of discount, this rent is 

the ceiling rent or, alternatively, land or soil rent. It represents 

the highest rent that one can expect to get from the land with its 

existing usage. The net discounted revenue is equivalent to ‘Ceiling- 

Price ’.

COMPARISON OF DIFFERENT METHODS

The profit criteria described above may be grouped into three 

classes representing the three ways of comparing alternatives in an 

economic planning. These Wre (1) the budget method, (2) the marginal 
method and (3) the break-even mathod (Duerr, i960). The budget methods

. Op
require an accounting of costs and benefits and^compariaontheir 

gross or net values in relation to each other or similar values of 
their present worths pertaining to the different alternatives. The 

marginal analysis- approach tries to determine the alternative that

urns. The break-even method
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p O UV<t 
consists in finding the break-even^at which the two alternatives 

(or many alternatives considered in pairs) are equally advantageous 
in respect of the chosen cost of output function, one alternative 

being better before the break-even point is reached and the other 

after it.

Out of the several techniques- mentioned in the preceding 

section, the. financial maturity method is the only example of using 

the marginal analysis concept. The methods of pay-out period and 

net value addition td land(used by Walker) are instances of the 

break-even technique, but with a difference that the break-even 

point is taken as the one at which the net capitalised value of an 
individual activity is either nil. (total expenditure equal to total 

revenue) or equal to an arbitrary value. The rest of the methods all 

belong to the'budget’ group.
Gaffney (1957) considers the use of the Faustmann formula as 

the only theoretically correct approach, as it takes into account, 

contribution to present net worth from both the land and its crop. 

Some general economists: favour the present value approach to inter
nal rate of return methods (Turvey,19^;Fleming and Feldstein, 1964). 

The internal rate of return does not correspond to a chosen discount 

rate and depends on the size of the budget (price of land,initial 
capital). Webster (i960) also prefers the present net worth methods, 

but Worrell (1953) however seems to prefer the internal rate of 

return approach . As demonstrated by Webster, results achieved with 

present worth and internal rates of return are almost identical. 

Duerr and others favour the Financial maturity concept for forest 

crops.

For comparisons between alternative land-uses, the choice of 

methods is fairly limited. Pay out period considers only one 
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factor of timing of outputs upto the point when the investment is 

recovered. Net value addition method considers the increase in the 

value of investment on land in a given time. Both these methods are 

unsuitable.
Simple budget methods involving annual net benefits or ratio 

of benefits to cost do not seem to be suitable for long term invest

ment activities met within land-use programmes or for a private 

owner of land. Marginal analysis methods are also not suitable for 

such studies because it is difficult, to determine marginal costs of 

inputs and marginal values of returns.
The usual practice in economic investigations for selecting 

the beat land-use for a site is to consider several criteria in 

combination. The. criteria should account for all contigencies, that 

may be met with; for example, land or capital may be a limiting 

factor, or the alternative opportunities may be either mutually 
exclusive (as in the case of agriculture and forestry) or non-ex- 

clusive (as when considering different levels of management)» In the 

last case, it is not necessary to specify a discount rate,, and inter- 
Cr cu

nal rate of return is a suitable criterian» The two well suited to 
all types of land-use studies are (i) N.D.R./acre and (iD^D is count

ed revenue per £100 of total investment, at a specified rate of 

discount.



CHAPTER 3

DISCUSSION

Looking at the literature reviewed in the last two chapters, 

the fact emerges that. most. of the studies in the field of land-use. 

have he en carried out in two more or less watertight compartments. 

Either a physical classification of land is produced based on meas
urements of soil, vegetation and/or other factors of the environment 

but with a subjective evaluation of the productivity function which 

is used to differentiate between the classes. On the other side of 

the dividing line, precise economic assessments of differences in 

productivity are made hut without a firm quantitative basis for 

physical comparibility of the sites concerned. In one case the diff

erences. in the physical nature, of the land are deeply investigated 

without estimating accurately their influence on the. economic per

formance. In the other ease the differences in the. physical quality 

of land are taken for granted on the basis, of casual assessments, 

while economic variations are measured to a high degree of precision. 

Instances of combination of the two aspects are rare. The nearest 

attempt to combine an economic grading of land with ecological, class

ification has been made recently by the Study Group on Agricultural 
Land Classification(1965) in England and Wales and also, contemplat

ed by the Canada. Land Inventory(1965 ).

It may be true that in many cases a high degree of correlation, 

would exist between the physical and economic gradings of the same 

land. Generally a physical higher grade land would be an economic 

higher grade land too; but sometimes this is not really true. A 

Physically average gradd land, may be suited to highly economical 
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low cost production, using suitable mechanised methods, thus making' 

it an economically better land. On similar grounds, a better quality 

land may yet be less productive due to lack of support from capital 

and labour.

RELATIVE IMPORTANCE OF ECOLOGICAL AND ECONOMIC METHODS

The importance of a primary ecological approach in any land 

use and conservation programme has been stressed by Julian Huxley 
(1961). An ecological equilibrium can be upset by climatic changes 

or human interference - accidentally, as in deforestation or deM- 

berately, as by introduction of new plants. The new equilibrium, is 

too often a poorer one.
Anderson (1950) also very emphatically states that the only 

safe basis for choice of species (for planting) is the purely eco

logical one before any economic or social factors can be considered. 
Lemieux (1965) has stressed the necessity and practicability of the 

ecosystem approach to forest site classification and considers this, 
to be the only valid approach.

It is apparent that a purely economic classification which 

completely disregards any ecological considerations would not be 

valid. Land is the basic natural resource and its natural productive 

capacity is a function of its inherent environmental characteristics 

when not interfered with by man. If human interference in the form 

of land-use and management brings about a deterioration in this 

natural or minimum capability, it cannot be accepted.

This leads to the question whether a purely ecological app

roach would be adequate . It is clear that this cannot be the case. 

No classification can be complete unless the economic significance 

of environmental variations have been critically examined. Land 
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capability which we seek to estimate is a function of the interaction 

of environment with management and is thus an economic function.

A recent tendency is to regard productivity dependent more on 
management and capital and less on physical quality of land. The em

phasis is on increasing the economic efficiency of a land-use acti

vity by maintaining the existing level of physical production. Bett

er reorganisation of labour and capital is considered more important 

in land classification than the inherent productive capacity of the 

land.This school of thought wants more capital to be invested in a- 

better managed farm rather than on better quality land.

NEED FOR AN INTEGRATED APPROACH

Between the two extremes of views, the. need is for an integra

tion of ecological and economic assessments to evolve a fully com

prehensive classification that relates land capability in economic 

terms with a large number of measurable physical features of the 
land. As stated by Langdale-Brown(1966), if assessments of land 

capability are to be successfully applied, they must be co-ordinated 

with sociological and economic studies. In his view, for a pattern 

of use to be worth introducing it should be ecologically stable, 

socially desirable, within the cultural abilities of the people and 

economically gainful.

On the basis of the past experience, one may lay down a set 

of requirements of a sound land capability classification system :

1. It should be based on as many environmental factors as 

possible and a variety of land-use and management possibilities.

2. Only measurable or easily quantifiable factors should be 

taken into consideration. Vague features based on subjective assess

ments should not be used. The method should be as objective as 
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possible, avoiding^lakely personal bias of the investigator but at 

the same time utilising fully his experience.
3. It should be based on simple observable features for which 

reliable data is available from maps and reports, aerial photogra

phs and other sources. Stress should be laid on those properties of 

the environment which can be easily assessed on the ground by field 

■workers rather than on minor properties which can only be determined 

accurately in elaborate laboratory tests. This is particularly true 
of soil properties. Soil mapping units like soil series (as used in 

the American classification) are very useful as a criterion for 

classification.

4. The economic assessment of the ecological land capability 
units should be based on sound profit'- criteria, capable of appli

cation a wide range of alternative forms of uses, in the context 

of the local socio-economic conditions.

5. The interpretation of results should be based on use of 

modern techniques of analysis using appropriate statistical methods 

for signifiaance tests of differences and for regression and cor

relation analysis. Employment of accurate tests' of comparability 

impart a degree of confidence lacking in qualitative methods.
6. The classification achieved should be capable of application 

over a fairly wide region, with subsidiary classifications for sma

ller areas. It should also be adaptable to a wide range of conditions.

7. With the help of the adopted system, it should be possible 

to evolve a multiple land-use plan,which is not rigid but dynamic 

in its approach, able to absorb future changes in technological and 

socio-economic conditions.

Another important concept in land-use planning is of the 

multiple land-use consisting of integration of several activities. 
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on the same land with a view to utilise its full capacity for 

complementary uses. For example, a multiple land-use plan for forest 
cu

land would comprise management for timber and other forest produce, 
cvwild life mangement, soil and water conservation, grazing by cattle 

and recreation.

The scale of a system of classification also plays an import

ant part in its utility. The scale is regulated by the heterogeneity 

or otherwise of the environmental and management conditions as well 

as the size of the area studied and the scope of the investigation 

carried out. With a wider scale, smaller differences may be over
looked, necessitating the use of ^nuch finer grouping within factors 

in complex mosaics or in smaller regions than in broad planning of 

a general nature.

Sometimes a greater importance placed on variables which 
occur almost uniformly (between narrow margins) over the entire area 

may result in a classification in which most of the area falls in 

one or two classes, usually near the average. Cosequently, other 

classes cover negligibly small areas. The practical usefulness of 

such aclassification is thus lost,

OBJECTIVES AND SCOPE OF PRESENT INVESTIGATION

Having stated the problem, it is possible to indicate the 

objectives and scope of this study. Its purpose is to evolve an in

tegrated ecological and economic land capability classification 

technique, based on easily available data- in effect a simple prac

tical system of land classification, and to illustrate the method 

by application to a sample area. Due to the limited extent of the 

present work and limited availability of time, its scope has been 

confined to a small scale study of particular applicability to 
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hill areas having fairly uniform climatid conditions and an advan

ced level of management. The technique evolved could, however,, he 

applied easily to a wider range of climatic, topographical and tech

nological conditions and to larger scale planning.

The object is to determine the economic significance of land 

classes, grouped independently on the basis of environmental, factors 

that are known to affect plant growth and are easy to define and 
locate in the field. The method consists of grouping the various 

units of land fiist into empirical land capability classes, formed 

on the basis of selected physical features . Simultaneously, the 

units involved in the physical grouping are also classified accord

ing to their economic productivity in terms of the chosen criteria. 

Taking the economic value as the dependent variable and the environ

mental factors as independent variables and assuming a normal sampl

ing distribution, a series of statistical tests are carried out to 

measure the significance of differences between and within the class

es, successively formed from the in-itial grouping until all the 
interclass differences in the final classification are significant.

To illustrate the methodology, Bbwhill Estate in the county 

of Selkirkshire has been selected as the study area. Its wide range 

of land-uses and physiographic features, both typical of the Southern 

Uplands of Scotland in the Border region, and availability of suff

icient information on the economics of operations offer an adequate 

scope for a study of this nature.
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PART II

LAND CAPABILITY CLASSIFICATION OF BOWHILL. ESTATE, SELKIRK

CHAPTER 1

DESCRIPTION OF THE STUDY AREA

The area selected for the investigation lies about 4 miles to 
the west of Selkirk, between latitudes 55°3O’N and 55°34’N and 

longitudes 2°53’W and 3°O’W, and forms part of the Bowhill Estate. 

The greater part of the area is bounded by the waters of the Ettrick 

and the Yarrow on the north, east and south and by tenants’ farms 

on the west. It comprises the entire woodland area of the Estate, 

and four farms, namely Carterhaugh, Newarkburn, FaulcLshope and 

Fastheugh.. Part of the Carterhaugh farm extends across the Ettrick 

water towards the south. A number of small woodland blocks are also 

scattered to the north and east of Yarrow water and south of Ettrick 

water, mostly along the high banks of the two rivers or along burns. 

The total study area is 5,13.9 acres distributed as follows;

LANDFORM AND TOPOGRAPHY

Woodland area 1,453 acres

Carterhaugh farm 605 »

Newarkburn farm 1,002 ti

Fauldhope farm 1,181 n

Fastheugh farm 898 ii

The area forms part of the Southern Uplands region of Scotland, 

the higher ground in the centre and to the west being in the Timmer- 

muir grpup of hills and the rest of the area
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group. The upper part has rounded hills with gentle to steep slopes. 

Numerous turns flow between these hills through the lower ground 

down to the two rivers. The lower ground consists of two, sometimes 

three, successive terraces,,separated by moderate to steep banks. 

The detailed relief is more or less tied up with the geological 

■formations.
Altitude varies from approximately 420* at the meeting point 

of the two rivers tc^l,645’ at the top of the Fastheugh Hill. An area 

of about 1,950 acres or almost 40% of the total area lies above the 

1000’ contour.
Slope varies from almost almost level in the lower alluvial 

terraces to steep on the northern and western aspects of higher 
hills. Generally the slopesfare gentle to moderate lower down and 

at hill tops but moderately steep in the middle. The high banks of 

the two rivers carry very steep slopes, at places.

All aspects are met with in the area but the commonest aspect 

with comparatively easy slopes, is south: eastern. The direction of 

the two main ridges is southwest to north east.

CLIMATE

This area falls in the B2f ’Tweeddale’ climatic sub-province 
of Anderson and Fairbairn’s(1955) classification. Some of the 

o 
general characteristics of this sub-province are as fllows:

Mean range of temperature 27°F
(difference between July and January means)

Mean minimum temperature 33 F

Days of frost 50- IOC

June sunshine, Mean hours per day 5.75 hrs.
Annual sunshine 28.OS
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Cloud 72%

Humidity (Saturation deficit) 5 mt.
«>

growing season rainfall 15”-20”

Length, of growing season x 191- 195 days
(allowing for altitude; at sea level)

The local climate of Bowhill Estate fits in the general 

pattern of the regional climate, modified by the topography. The 

average annual rainfall is 32” hut it increases with altitude to 
over 45” in the western part. The rainfall is fairly uniformly dast 

ributed throughout the year, but there is a tendency to spring 

drought. Snowfall is normally heavy in winter, falling on 30- 40 

days. Frosts can be severe. The growing season lasts from end of

May to September.
The prevailing winds are from south or southwest. Strong . 

to severe force winds come from the north, northwest and northeast 
, . <x.v»JL 4-ore.st
"the. a_

during period January to May, chiefly m February, cuse damge. The .A A A A A.
^exposed tdwind are the northerh slopes and also the burn valleys 

running in roughly Morth to South direction.

GEOLOGY

The underlying rocks are sedimentary belonging to the Ordovi

cian-Silurian periods of the Older Palaezoic era. The chief rock 

formations occuring in this area are Queensberry or Buckholm grits, 
greywackes, flagstones, Birkhill shale (Upper Silurian and Llandovery 

groups) and Hartfell shale(Ordovician). The rocks are generally 

tightly folded, highly dipped and shattered due to the Caledonian 

revolution that took place at the end of the Silurian period. The 

relief at the top of the hills has a corrugated appearance, caused 

by the effect of erosion on the alternating hard and soft rocks.
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The underlying solid geology has, however, been superposed by fluvio

glacial deposits left during the glacial age in the Quarternary 

period. These deposits occupy a major part of the area on lower 

slopes and in valley bottoms. Going up from the riverbbed, there are 

first two or three successive terraces of recent post-glacial allu- 

vial sand deposits, followed by a sone fluvio -glacial sand and gra
vel (derived mainly from shattered greywackes) and higher up boul

der clay (till) drift. The boulder clay region is the most exten

sive. There are a couple of small patches of hill peat deposits 

on the western boundry.

SOIL

A variety of soils are found in this area ranging from deep 

alluvial soils on recent lower terraces to patches of shallow ske

letal soils on higher slopes. Soil texture is generally sandy loam 

to loam, except in the imperfectly drained soils which are usually 
clay-loam. Soil structure is variable and is a distinguishing fea

ture of various soil series. Most of the soils particularly Linhope 

series, are stony and the amount of humus varies from place to place. 

The development of the soil profile is related chiefly to parent 

material and relief. Soil depth is also variable within a soil se

ries. Valleys of burns have mostly alluvial deposits with shallow 

complex soils on banks.

In Linhope series, wherever there is a local intrusion of 

calcite rock, soil nas higher pH and batter phosphorus content. 

Otherwise these soils are deficient in phosphorus bat adequate in 

potash. Soils of Kedslie series are most fertile. The nature of 

vegetation modifies the composition and nature of humus. There is 

more windblow (of trees) on water logged and gleyed soils than on 
D-v-O^/v^ ¡oirtst Soils.
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An area statement of the various Soil Associations and Soil 

Series found here is given below (compiled from Soil Survey of Scot-

land reports). Areas are given correct to nearest 10 acres.

Soil Association Soil Series
Major Soil
Sub-group Drainage

Area 
in acres.

Symb ol 
used

-Ettrick Linhope B.F.S.low Free 
base status

1,880 LP

Kedslie B .F .8 .with Imperfect 
gleyed B &
C horizons

6o KZ

Ettrick Non-calca- Poor 
reous gley

8?O ER

Dod Peaty Free below 80
podzol B hcrizon

DO

Alemoor Peaty gley Poor 10 AR

Hardiee Peaty gley Very poor 20 HR

Complex Free 380 ERc

C omplex 
(humid)

Poor 660 ERch

Skeletal 
soils

Free 60 ERz

Yarrow Yarrow B.F.S.low Free 
base status

420 YW

Eckford Eckford B *F .S.low Free 
base status

140 EK

— Alluvial Variable 550 AL

» Hill peat Very poor 10 HPT

The soils of the Ettrick Association are developed from the 

greywackes, grits and shales of Silurian formation and the till 

derived from them. The sand and gravel, deposits give rise to the 

soils of Yarrow Association. Soils, of the Eckford Association are 

formed from the sand and gravel deposits derived from sandstones of 

Upper Red Sandstone formation, found west of the area. The alluvial 
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soils are developed on post-glacial alluvium of either intermittent 

accumulation on the first terraces of streams or stable deposits on 

higher terraces.
The chief distinguishing character for soil series within an 

association is the amount of water drained through the soil. Soil 

series boundaries follow topographical features, such as altitude 

and change of slope, moisture conditions., changes in ground vegeta

tion and local changes in the character of parent rock.

VEGETATION

The natural vegetation has been modified to a very large extent by 

humane interference. No natural woodldnd community can be found in 

this area nov; and present forests are all planted. Examples of 

some semi-natural. Birch scrub .can be seen in some lower level hard- 

wood forests and. sandwiched between high level coniferous planta

tions ImBlack Andrew wood (compartments 54 b&d). There are also some 

old oak and Scotspine trees scattered in the lower region.

The ground vegetation inside woodland area and the plant comm

unities in the semi-natural heath and grasslands in the area at 
present being put under hill grazing follow1 closely the changes in 

soils, particularly soil drainage»The common species of ground 

vegetation 1st hardwood forests on Brown Forest Soils with low base 
status are Acrostis tenuis. (Bent grass), Dasiylia glumerata,Foxglove, 

Bracken, Brambles, wild Raspberry, Q^schamosia species, grasses and 

Holcus species ..On poorer sites of acid podsolic soils and on gleyed 
soils, Calluna vulgaris (heather), Festuca ovina, Tardus stricta 

and other grasses are more common. Under coniferous plantationsr 

ground vegetation is sparse in the early years when the canopy 

io closed but increases ia. abundance as the canopy opens up in 
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thinnings.
The acidic freely drained Brovin Forest Soils are associated 

with a semi-natural Agrostis-Festuca grassland community with abun

dant bracken and some heather. Imperfectly drained podsolic soils 

generally carry a minced heath and Nardus grassland type of vegeta

tion, The wet gley soils have a greater proportion of Deschampsia 

caespitosa, June us species and Ant hoxanthum: odoratum.

LAND -USE

There are two major types of land-uses of almost equal status 

in the Estate - agriculture and forestry, with hunting being a sub

sidiary use. The majority of the woodland areas are productive. 

There are two main woodland blocks occupying the ridge of la’nd bet
ween the two rivers. The maximum elevation touched by forests is 

1,204’. The soils are mainly of Linhope and Yarrow series but some 

forests are on Ettrick, Kedslie, Eckford and Alluvial soils also.
Agricultural use can be divided into three type's- (i) arable 

farming comprising tillage crops, usually barley, oat9, turnips and 
kale, and rotation grass(for grazing, hay and silage), (ii) perman

ent pasture and (iii) hill grazing. Arable farming is confined to 

the level and gently sloping ground on the alluvial terraces. The 

soils are mostly alluvial but also of Linhope, Yarrow, Eckford, 

Ettrick and Kedslie series. Permanent pastures occupy slightly high

er ground with less mild slopes and poorer stony Linhope soil. The 
rest of the area^generally above 800’, comes under hill grazing. It 

has moderate to steep slopes and a variety of soils dominated by the 

two Ettrick complexes. Soils in the moister upper area in the west 

are shallow with peaty tops.
The relationship between land-use and environment is
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illustrated below in a digram of the section ABCD drawn through the

area and shown on the first map.

L_______ i__________ I
O l/q 'Zz_ MILE.

LA.NO- USE Soil series
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al ALLUVIAL

A yw YA BROW
P PERMANENT PASTURE LP LIN HOPE
Gi HILL GiRA^'MGi ER RTT RJCV<O

F woodland HR
Tc

HANDLER
COMPLEX

B built up area ER^H COMPLEX CH^VP)

U U NCLASSIFILD
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The brekkup of farm areas under the land-use activities is

given below. Areas are in ac res.

Name of farm Arab le 
farming

Permanent 
pasture

Hill 
grazing

Houses, 
roads,etc.

Total 
area

Carterhaugh 377 84 139 5 605

Newarkburn 55 6 940 1 1,002

Fauldshope 313 37 824 7 1,181

Fastheugh 61 3 833 1 898

Total 806 130 2,736 14 3,686

WOODLAND MANAGEMENT

The entire woodland area is being managed as a Dedicated fo

rest and is under Schedule B for income tax assessment . A plan of 

operations is prepared for a 10 year period but revised every five 
years. The current plan came into operation on 1st. October 1966. 

The object of management is to manage theewoods in accordance with 

the best modern silvicultural practice, giving due reggrd to amen- 

nity, sporting and any other revelant considerations.

Except for the older hardwood stands of Oak and Beech, with 

some Scotspine and European Larch, the forests are mostly conifer 
■the.

plantations. In the last two decades, trend is in favour of raising 

mixed conifers and broad leavelcrops and uneven aged standswhere 

possible. The policy has been to restock the area by planting / 

or group planting, after scrub clearance, clear felling or wind - 

blow, and by underplanting in older open stands.Natural regenera

tion is utilised where it has appeased.

The main emphasis in the next five years will be on thinnings 

and cultural operations,particularly in the mixed plantations. At 
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the same time selection fellings in the old hardwood crops and clea

rance of remaining scrub will continue so that in ten years’ time 

the entire woodland area is fully stockedjand new areas might be 

brought in for planting.
The following table gives the distribution of area by systems

* of management, composition and age classes, which indicates the trend

in planting and management.

Management System Composition . Planting years Area in acres

(i) High Forest Broadleaved Pre 1901 127
(Clearfelling and and Mixed

1901 - 30 54Selection systems)

1931 - 50 5
1951 - 6o 142

1961 - 70 56

Total BL & mxd. 384

Conifers Pre 19OI 3

19OI - 30 305

1931 - 50 1S7

1951 - 60 359
1961 - 70 127

Total cfs. 981

Total. H.F. 1,365

(ii) Other plantable Scrub and 37
land to planted felled
within 10 years Bare land 25

(iii) Land to be planted Scrub and — 19
later felled

Bare land - 2

(iv) Unplantable land — — 5

Total 1,453



The woodland area is divided into a large number of compart
ments and sub-compartments. The total number of compartments is 69, 

and of sub-compartments 3^9« The area of a sub-compartment varies 

from 0.1 acre to 28.1 acres, average 4,4 acres.
The planting stock is raised in the nursery, normally 2+2 

year old nursary plants are planted out in the field. At the time of 

planting, the soil is worked deep with tractors and artificially 

drained where necessary. Planting is done in crowbar holes at a 
spaaing of 4’ X 4’ or 5’ 5’ or sometimes 6’X .6’ during the pe

riod ©ftober to February. The plantations are tended for some years 

by weeding, ..clearing of bushes round plants and high pruning.
The principal species being planted at present are Sitka Spruce, 

I’orway Spruce, Grand Fir, Japanese Larch, Scotspine, Beech, and 

Sycamore. Grand Fir is the main species used in under-plantings in 

old Beech and Larch stands. Sitka Spruce has the best growth in the 

region. Scotspine has slower growth but is favoured due to its 

adaptability to a wide range of conditions.

The timings of thinning and fellings are decided on considera

tions of age and condition of crop, market requirements, windblow 

and other factors. Thinnings are heavy and frequent, often every 

alternate year.

Portable chain saws are used for felling. Pulpwood billets are 

removed with bark,and debarking is done at road-side depots by a 

special machine. Large logs are removed by portable crane to the 

sawmill for conversion. The sawmill is an integral part of the wood

land estate and produces pit props, fence posts, chipwood, boards,- 

etc. Most of the hardwood timber production, some conifer sawlogs 

and all pulpwood are sold to outside buyers, and the remaining timber 
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goes to the sawmill for processing.
Adequate protective measures are taken, against fire,vermin, 

fungi and insects. A fairly datensive network of roads is maintained 

to facilitate transport, logging and supervision. Most of the work 

is done by the estate staff, supplemented, as required, by skilled 

contract labour.
Forestry Commission and other Government grants are recited 

ty the estate on management of dedicated woodlands (1,427 acres) 

and'on areas of scrub clearance and planting.

FARM MANAGEMENT

Of the four famms in the study area, Carterhaugh farm is an 

Upland farm and Fastheugh a Hill farm, while the greater parts of 

the two remaining farms are under hill farming type. Carterhaugh farm 

(along with the Chesterhall farm near Melrose, not included in this 

study) is the oldest member of the Estate; Newarkburn farm was added 
in 1955, Fauldshope in 1961 and Fastheugh in 1964. All the farms are 

managed for breeding-and rearing of sheep and cattle^ and arable 

crops are chiefly grown for winter feeding of the stock and for 
grazing. About 80% of the total farm receipts are -accounted for 

by sheep and cattle farming, 10% by direct sale of arable produce 

(barley, oats, straw, hay etc.) and 10% by poultry keeping.

Arable farming is confined to the deep, well drained soils 

of all the farms. There is more area under rotation grass than 

under tillage crops. In Carterhaugh and Newarkburn farms, considered 

together, the percentage of tillage crops has gradually diminished 
from 42% in 1957 to 27% in 1965^while in Fauldshope it has remained 

■stationary, around 23%. Grass is usually retained for 4 to 8 years. 

Barley, oats, turnips, swedes, kale, arable silage and grass silage 
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are the other crops. Hay is cut from two years grass crops. Typical 

crop rotations are - 4 to 8 years grass,followed by barley or oats; 

turnips, kale or grass silage; oats or barley. Arable silage is some 

times substituted as the first crop after grass, followed by either 

oats or barley, or as the last crop before grass.

The arable fields on higher ground have grass for longer ro
tation periods of upto 16 years.

A. large amount of fertilisers is applied regularly to arable 

fields and periodically also to permanent pastures and parts of hill 

grazing land. In the arable fields phosphate deficiency is overcome 

by application of basic slag at the rate of 7 to 10 cwt. per acre 
a^east once in a crop rotation. Concentrated complete fertilisers 

are applied to root and grain crops and nitro chalk to grass. Liming 

of the arable fields is not done now, but on acidic soils in hill 

grazing area magnesium limestone is spread locally.
Sheep farming is the principal activity. Carterhaugh and 

Fauldshope farms carry park sheep stocks of North Country Cheviot 
^4»

ewes; bringing ^Half-bred lambs in Carterhaugh farm and breeding 
pure in Fauldshope farm. In the hill farm areas of Newarkburn, Faul- 

dshope and Fastheugh farms the sheep stock is of Black face breed. 

The concentration is about 2.4 acres of hill land per ewe (hill 
sheep) in all the three farms. The average lambing percentage of 

different varieties of sheep are as follows :

Farm Kind of sheep Average lambing percentage
Carterhaugh H.B. lambs (Border Leicester W

rams xN.C. Cheviot ewes)

NeWarkburn B.F. lambs 90$
Fauldshope N .C . Cheviot, lambs 134%

B.F. lambs 73%

Fastheugh B.F. lambs 82$
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The annual death rate is about 2¿% in park sheep and 4 to 6% 

in hill sheep stock.
There is a ready market for H.B. lambs and N.C. Cheviot lambs

and ewes; they fetch. 2 to 3 times the prices of B.F. variety. Wool

clips also show a wide difference in the two. kinds of sheep. While

the average price per lb. of wool (including brokes andodags) is

comparable in all cases, the average weight per fleece is about 

5.3 Iks. for park sheep and 3*0 to 4.4 lbs. for hill sheep.

In both types of farm areas, cattle follow sheep on grazing 

ground. This helps in the rough grasses- and herbage being grazed 

off by cattle, encouraging finer and thicker grass to grow for gra

zing by sheep. The breed of beef cattle is Blue-Grey Cow, obtained 

by crossing Galloway cows with Shorthorn ¿Sulls in. the hill farm . 
area. On lower farm area, B.G..cows are also crossed with Aberdeen 

Angus and Hereford bulls. Carterhaugh farm also has a stock of 
Ayrshire dairy cattle. The average length of lactation (1965 figures) 

is 275 days and average milk yield per lactation 9054 lbs.

Feeding stuff for sheep and cattle are provided from farm 

crops but some quantity of concentrates is also purchased. These 

include ground nut cakes, bran, beet pulp, turnips, oats, salts and 

minerals, etc.

The farm subsidies and grants received from government include 
those on Home Grown Cereals, Calf rearing, Marginal land improvement, 

Grassland ploughing, Hill dottle, Fatstock marketing, Bracken des

truction, Hill Sheep farming,and Fertilisers and account for about 

20% of the total receipts.



CHAPTER 2

METHODS OF ASSESS«! AND ANALYSIS

The outline of the method adopted in this study has already 

. been explained in Chapter 3 of Part I. The computation of data invo

lves the following precess : . .

1. Selection of units to serve as sampling units»

2» ' Selection of environmental variables and their evaluation 

and classification of units.

3. Assessment of economic productivity, costing, selection of 

rates of discount; and calculation of economic values to 

be used as dependent variables in analysis.

4. Statistical analysis and tests of significance for each 
land-use/crop group.

5. Interpretation of results and formulation of capability 

classes for the whole area.
A large amount of information concerning Bowhill Estate , 

collected from all available sources, has been utilized in the 

computations that follow.

SOURCES OF DATA

Information about land and topography has been compiled from 
Ordinance Survey maps on 6”- 1 mile, 2 g" - 1 mile and 1” - 1 mile 

scales and from interpretation of aerial photographs. Unfortunately 

the only aerial photographs of the area, available from the Scottish 

Development Department, were taken 20 years back, in the year 1947 

at scales of 1/10jOOO and 1/25,000 by using split photography 

taking two ^ear-verticals on the same flight. The aerial photographs; 
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were used in differentiating land form, characteristics, slopes, as

pects, etc.
Drift Geological boundries have been taken from geological A.

maps,on 6M - 1 mile scale, of the Geological Survey of Great Bri
tain.Information about soils has been compiled from two Soil Purvey 

-Reports (Muir 1956; Ragg i960) of the Soil Survey of Scotland and 

the 1” - 1 mile scale soil maps attached with these reports.
Preliminary data about the age, composition, growth, yield 

and management of woodland units have been compiled from the com
partment books, Annual returns of income and expenditure up to 1964- 

65,and other records maintained by the Sead Forester of the Estate, 

and supplemented by the measurements in the field . For deter

minations of yield- classes, rotations and productions, use has been 
made of the Management Tables of the Forestry Commission(1966).

bee.w
Farming data has^collected from the Annual Farm Reports of the 

Estate for various years upto 1964-6^ and other records in the office

MANAGMWT UHITS

The primary unit of classification is the smallest management 

unit for which separate statistics of cost, growth and productivity 

can be assessed. These are (i) compartments and sub-compartments 
in woodland area, (ii) fields of arable farming (iii) permanent pas

tures and (iv) hill grazing areas. The fourth type are managed for 

grazing as single units separately for each farm. Each management 

unit is treated as a sampling unit and only those units are consi

dered for which reliable data exists. Other units ^ave. beevt

A further reduction in the available number of sampling units 

is necessitated by omitting those which overlap two or more of the 

classes formed of individual environmental factors. Exceptions are 
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made in the cases of (i) the four very large units of hill grazing 

land which cover fairly wide range of soils and other environmental 

conditions and (ii) those units where less than 20% part extends he-
OU 

yond the boundries of one class. 
d A.

ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS AND CLASSIFICATION OF UNITS

Each unit is classified according to each of the environmental 

factors included in the investigation. The total number of such fac

tors which could be considered in an investigation of this type is 
virtually unlimited. In the present study, the guiding principle 

was to select important, easily definable and mapped features only®
*-s X

The regional climate^assumed to be uniform over the whole area, ^ny 

variations in the local climate are caused! by topographical., and^to 

some extent ,soil and vegetational differences. Hence no^climatic 

factor has been included.

Five factors are selected for this study, which are known to 

account formost of the inherent site characteristics. They are 

Altitude, Aspect, Slope, Geological formation and Soil.

The three topographical factors of altitude, aspect and slope 

among themselves form a combined index of temperature, amount of 

solar radiation received, small variation in total precipitation, 

length of growing season, occurence of frost, drainage, and exposure 

The effect of any single factor on crop growth is not so important 

as that of interaction among all three of them.

The fourth factor is drift geology, which indirectly influen

ces growth of crops through the effect on soil formation in general 

and on soil fertility, drainage, structure, texture, depth and stone 

content. The geological zones determine the land form and micro

relief in the area, which along with topographical features 
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govern the degree of exposure (particularly to wind).

The fifth factor; is soil, represented by soil series, Soil 

series constitute the mapping units in most soil surveys and form 

a useful index- for representing most of the physical and chemical 

soil properties as well as the associated vegetation. A soil series 

. possessA more or lass uniform characteristics, but variation within 

a soil series may occur in depth, stoniness and minor differences 

in drainage. These variations are direct results of topographical 
and geological differences. Soil sériés, therefore, form the most 

practical way of grading of soil and have been prefered to any other- 

type of soil classification.

Altitude, aspect, and slope are continuous variables, and 

have to be grouped into suitable classes for convenience. The chief 

consideration in alloting class intervals is to have as fine a grou

ping as possible, but coarse enough to include a maximum number of 

units within single classes. Drift geology and soil series are dis

continuous variables. The groupings adopted are as follows:
1. Altitude: 6 classes at 200’ height intervals; class (i) 

400’-600’,($i) 600’-800’,(iii) 800’-1,000’, 

(iv) 1,000’-1,200’, $v) 1,200’-1,400’and 

(vi) over 1,400’;

2. Aspect: 4 aspects; H,E,S and 1 ;

3. Slope: The standard single slope classes of the U.S. Soil

Survey -

Slope Class
Lower and upper limits of slope 

Degrees Slope Class
A Level C°to £ - 1J° 0 to 1 - 3%
B Gentle to 3-4^° 1-3 to 5-&
C Moderate 3y4fto 6^9° 5-8 to 10-16%
D Moderately 6-9° to 12-17° 10-16 to 20-30%

Steep
E steep 12-17" to 24-33 20-30 to 45-65®
F Very Steep 24-33 to »° 45-65% to no limit.



4. Geology: 4 zones of geological formation-

a Recent post glacial alluvial deposits on lower 

and higher terraces,

g Fluvio-glacial sand and gravel deposits, 

be Boulder clay deposits, and

s Silurian rocks.
5. Soil: Soil Series, as described in the Soil Survey of Scot

land reports, details given in Chapter 1, p.66.

A complete list of forest compartments, and sub-compartments 
classified according to the environmental factors and grouped by 

species is given in Appendix I. The list includes only those units 

which have been included in the analyses that follow.

A similar list in respect of agricultural fields and grazing 

g-rotands is given in Appendix II.

ASSESSMENT OF ECONOMIC PRODUCTIVITY

The two economic criteria that have been used to evaluate eco
nomic productivity of units are Net Discounted Revenue per acre, or 
simply NDR/aere, andN.D.R, per £100 of discounted expenditure, or 

NDR/£100, calculated at rates of discount from 2 to Q%. If V - total 

discounted revenue per acre and C - total discounted expenditure per 

acre, then NDR/acre - V - C ; and NDR/£100 - x 100.
C

The formulae for calculation of values of V and C are:

1. For forest crops- (p - rate of discount)
V _ ..Y4-zfYi.0p . n cXl.Op" e

—     „ , J V _ - „ - .... _ ___ ,  $

l»0p~ — 1 l.Op” -1 .Op

where Y^- final yield from fellings at rotation age in each 

successive rotation, thinning yield in year 'a’ in each successive 



rotation; c - cost of establishment at the start of the rotation; 

and e - annual recurring expenditure on protection and supervision.
2. For arable rotations

V - Z1^X _ ^c^Xl.Op^^ s

1. op - 1 l.Op”- 1

where i^- income in year ra in each successive rotation and 

c - expediture in yearrb in each successive rotation.

3. For grazing area with uniform pattern of annual income and 

expenditure -
Substituting r - 1, a - 1 and b - 0 in formulae in (2), 

V = % ; C ¿ c X l.Op ?
.Op .Op

where i - annual income, accruing at the end of the year, and 

c - annual expenditure incurred at the beginning of the year.

In the calculations of the above economic values, a few assump 
tions have, been made. The present (1965) pattern of land-use and 

management has been assumed as the standard. It is assumed that the 

present management practices are the optimum ones for the area. The 
1965 level, of government subsidies and grants are also assumed. Th

ese grants and. .subsidies are now an integral part of the farm econo
my. Cost of land is not considered.

Secondly, present costs and prices have been assumed ih all 
calculations.lt is presmbd that a change in any o^e_o^- them, 

would be compensated by corresponding changes in the others and 

that the relative differences between them in future would be of the 
same magnitude as at present. The 1965 level of prices and costs

have been used.

calculations.lt
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The values of actual or anticipated yield is calculated at 

prices obtainable as near to the land as possible. For example, in 

the case of forest crops, prices of standing timber are used to cal

culate the value of both thinnings and fellings. For arable crops, 

prices at the farm gate are taken. It is assumed that the price 

. obtainable near the land adjusts itself in a perfect competitive 

market to the prevailing market price, making due allowances for 

costs of conversion, storage, transport and handling.

The actual computation techniques involved qn the two main 

land-use types - Forestry and Agriculture are dissimilar and are 

treated separately.

ACCOUNTING PROCEDURE FOR WOODLAND AREAS

For woodland areas, values of timber production from thinnings 

and final fellings are obtained by reference to the Management Tables 
of the Forestry Commission (1966). For this it is. necessary first to 

determine the Yield Class (Y.C.) related to the tree species planted 

in the unit and the production class of the area.

The species planted and the years of planting are known for all 

the compartments and sub-compartments from compartment books, excep

ting for some of the pre-1900 plantations. The latter plantations
M>er« staxd-S

chiefly of hardwoods, were left outj^so alsoAof species other than 

six principal species, because of inadequacy of number of units in
VW tha. Lv\Ve.sti.<ya.t<.oV'.

them. The ^species incladedAare Sitkq Spruce (SS), Norway Spruce (NS), 

Japanese Larch (JL),including Hybrid Larch (HL)^ European Larch (EL) 

and Douglas Fir (DF).For the first five species the sample sizes 

were quite adequate but for Douglas Fir, only just large enough.
Due. to limitation of time, it was not possible to carryout 

extensive tree height measurements in order to find out top 



heights for- Y.C. determination. Recourse was therefore made to uti

lizing all relevant statistics available at hand.The Y.C» was firdt

determined by reading from the Age/Top Height graphs against the
1»

height measurements of September,1966;jsuplemented by record of heigh

ts taken in Sept. 1957 as recorded in the compartment books. The Y.C.

.so obtained was cheeked by reference to toQuality Class/Yield Class 

conversion tables, converting equality classes recorded in 1957. An

other checking was done by comparing the totals of actual thinning 
CO books

yields recorded in^ith the aggregate thinning yields given in the 

Thinning Control Tables for the same period of time. The agreement 

between yield class determinations from these four sources was fair

ly good. A table showing assessed Y.C. of compartments and sub-com

partments is given in Appendix I.

The production class for this area is found to be »b’ class, 

by reference to the Production Class curves showing relationship 

between top height and total volume production. The local Y.C. is 

therefore the same as the general Y.C.

Though rotations have not been fixdd for any species in the; 
Estate, it is presumed that eventually they would be same as those 

adopted by the Forestry Commission, being the rotations yielding max
imum WR/acre under Forestry Commission management. These rotations 

have therefore been adopted for calculations in this study. They are:

been adapted from the actual, sale prices of 1965 in the Estate

Species Y .C.- 40 60 80 100 12Q 140 160 ¿a 22Q 240 260 2 80
SS
NS
JL & HL
EL
SP
DF

The

60

standing

50 50
55 55
75 70

: timber

60 60 55 55
70 65 65 65
45 45 45 40
50 50 4 5
70 65 65 60

55 55 55
C 2-ot Cw.
prices for thinnings

55 55 50 50 50 50
65 60 60 60

55 50 50 50 50

and fellings have
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Price per hoppus foot
(Volume over bark to 3” top diameter o.b.)

Breast height quarter girth class

Species
Nature of 
felling

Fellings;

Under 6" 6”- 7g-11 8”- lli” 12” and over

SS ,NS ,DF 1/6 2/4 2/9 3/3
Thinnings l/li 1/8 2/3 2/9

JL^HLjEL Fellings 1/9 2/6 3/- 3/6
Thinnings 1/4 2/- 2/6 v-

SP Fellings 1/3 , 1/9 2/3 2/3
Thinnings -/IO? 1/3 1/9 2/3

The above prices are used, corresponding to the mean B.H.Q.G

of the crop at the time of thinnings and fellings, to find the value 

of the yields given in the Production Forecast tables. These values 

are substituted in the formula to calculate the value of discounted 

revenue ,V.
For calculation of the value of total discounted expenditure, 

the following average figures of costs of establishment of planta

tions and annual maintenance have been used: 

Cost of establishments.

Item Expenditure^per acre

Draining ’ 5
Fencing 6
Site préparâtion(ploughing, etc .) 7
Planting -

Cost of plants(5*X5’spacing) 15
Labour 7

Transport of plants and labour

Net establishment cost

Weeding
Beating up

Initial roading 
iotal. Direct Costs

Overheads (s upervis ion, staff,etc.)
Total expenditure

Less government subs idv - -

5 ) include expendi-
3 ) ture in. the first 

4years after pl
anting .

6
57

30
87

29

65
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Annual cost of maintenance,
£/acre

Cost of protection, supervision 
and annual maintenance of roads 2

Less subsidy 1
Net annual cost 1

The direct costs of establishment are based on a few availa

ble figures of actual expenditure incurred on plantings in years 
1963 - 66. The total overhead costs under establishment and annual 

cost of maintenance are assumed to be about 25% of the total annual 
expenditure on management and miscellaneous items. The remaining 75% 

of this expenditure is alloted to logging* sawmill, and market^ing. 

Out of the 25S alloted to establishment and annual maintenance, which 
comes to about £4000 in a year, ¿th goes to the former activity and 

the remaining ¿th to the latter, which gives the figures oidT £30/acre 
and £2/acre, respectively»

The cost figures given above represent an approximation to 
average conditions in the Estate. For example, expenditure in drai

nage may be larger on imperfectly drained soilso&f Kedslie and 

Ettrick series as compared to the well drained Linhope series. But 

this is likely to be compensated by increased expenditure on soil 
the.

workings on^latter soils due'to their thin stony nature. In all 

calculations, therefore, these average cost figures are taken,, con

sidering them to be reasonable estimates.

Tables of Discounted Revenue, Discounted Expenditure, NDR/'aere 
and NDR/£100 for various species, Y.C.s and p® are given in appen

dix III. All the values in these tables have been rounded off to 

the nearest £5. An example is given below1 s

Species. - Sitka Spruce Y.C. - 240
Rotation - r Rate of discount, p - 6%

Discounted Revenue/acre -V - £100
Discounted Expenditure/acre - C - £85 
Net Discounted Revenue - V-C - £15 
1TDR/ £100 - poo _ £20

C “
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The Internal Rate of Return when NDR/acre is 0 is 6.6)0 in this case. 

ACCOUNTING PROCEDURE FOR FARMLAND
The accounting in farming areas is very much complicated due 

to presence of a large number of diverse factors. Since the mainstay 
■tha- |>os Lti-ov\.

of farming activities in the Estate is sheep farming, is everchanging 

due to frequent movement of sheep (and cattle) from field to field, 

and carry over of produce of one year to next year for feeding of 

stock or for sale. Changes are made in cropping areas of different 

arable crops from year to year, depending on. the requirement of fee

ding stuffs and area for grazing» The patterns of crop rotations 

are not fixed, so also the application of fertilisers to individual 

fields. No value is normally attached to the arable produce fed to 

stock. The figures that are derived here are therefore more in the 

nature of indication of the real values rather than the estimates of 

averages.
For purposes of analysis, the lower arable farming area of 

Newarkburn farm is included with Carterhaugh farm. The livestock 

population figures are given in terms of average population for the 

year 1964-65.

Some farm indices for the Estate as a^whole and for individual 

farm enterprises (including poultry keeping but excluding Chesterhall 

farm) are given below s
(Livestock Units and annual Starch Equivalent requirements cal-

culated according to conversion tables in Blagburn, 1961.)

Type of 'Livestock Livestock Distribution in Farms
Units C^haugh F’hope Nrbum F* he ugh

Park Sheer 168 96 72
Hill Sheep 331 - 93 134 104
Dairy Cattle 48 48 - -
Beef Cattle 192 8 57 66 61
Poultry

-Total
75 75 - .814 227 222 200 - 165



Total area of farmland ± 3686 acres

Av. No. of livestock Units per 100 acres of farm 22.1

Total Forage Acreage
(area under grass^other bulky forage crops^like.Kala) -3,A34acre

Av. forage acreage per grazing L>.U. - 4.65 acres

The figures for individual farms as follows :

'Farm Forage Acreage Forage Acreage oer grazing l.U.

C’haugh 521 3*43 acres

F’hope 10 90 4.91 acres

N’burn 940 4.70 acres

F’heugh 883 5.35 acres
Including Chesterhall farm also (L.U.- 71), the total S.E. 

requirements of all livestock - 30,100 cwt., of which 3?.64O cwt. 

is provided by 130 tons of purchased concentrateds ,and 140 tons of 
homegrown cereals fed to stock, leaving 2b,¿60 cwt. The total area 

of forage crops is 3,768 acres
Av. yield of food output (S.E.) - 7.0 cwt. per forage acre.

Total feed acreage - 4,040 acres
Feed acreage per L.U. 4.56 acres

The total income from sale of livestock during 1964-65 was £29,100, 

which gives an average livestock output of £7. 4 s. per acre of feed.

The sale values of different kinds of arable produce (except 
grazing) at farm gate are taken as follows (Average 1965 prices):

in F’hope and N’burn farms. Some of the

. Barley £1. 2s. per cwt.
Oats £1. Os. per cwt.
Hay £10. per ton.
Turnips and Swedes £18. per1 acre
Kale £16. per acre
Arable Silage £10. per acre
Grass Silage £8. per acre

The average yield of Hay from 2nd year grass is about 35 cwt,.

in C’haugh farm and 32c wt.
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recorded yields of Barley and Oats from various fields during the 
years 19&2 to 1965 are given in Appendix V»

In order to estimate the annual costs and returns per acre 
from different types of land-uses, the following procedure is adopted:

1. Direct costs and receipts are attributed to the activity 
concerned and distributed both on the basis of area fper acre) and 

'effective livestock population (per ewe or per cow), as applicable. 

Grants and subsidies are subtracted from the related expenditure 
and. not added to the rec^pts.

2. The distribution of overhead costs is made by using two 

criteria - (i) allocation of the same .proportion to the individual 
enterprise as its share in the total redacts, assuming that a higher 

yielding activity would recieve more attention. The reciepts from 
arable farming include the value of produce fed to stockj and (ii) 

within an enterprise the cost is distributed as in item 1 on area 

or population basis.

3. In the case of rotation grass and permanent grazing land,, 
the total costs and receipts per acre are made up.of (i) those cal

culated for the land on area basis and (ii). those attributable to 

the livestock population it carries,calculated on the basis of ave

rage stock density, in terms of acres per ewe or per cow.

The average stock densities calculated for various farms and

kinds of livestock are as follows :
Average Stock Density - Acres; per ewe or cow

Crop _ C’haugh F ’ hope. K’burn F ’heugh
Sheep Cattle Sheen Cattle Sheep Cattle Sheep Cattle

Young grass f 7 £ . 7 — ~
2nd year 2g- 25 2} 25 2'5 25
grass(hay)

Grass3upto 1^ 20 14 20 li 20 — —
4 year old
Older grass 2 15 2 20 2 15 2 20
Permanent 2 15 2 20 2 15 2 20
pasture

2| 19Hill 2j 20 3 20 3 20
grazing
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The following statement gives the actual distribution of 

costs and receipts of the year 1965 arrived at by using the prin

ciples enunciated above.

Expenditure
A. Costs directly connected with land, per acre.

Item Tillage 
crops

Young 
grass

Hay Older 
grass

Permanent 
pasture

Hill 
grazing

1. Fencing and £10 — —> »
draining

2. Ploughing £8 £8 — — — —
3. Cost of seed £4 £4 — — — —
4. Cost of fertili- £7 

sers(less subsidy)
£1.10s .£1.10s — — -

5. Harvesting £2 — £2 — — —
6. Transport and 5s. 5s. 5s. — —

haulage
7. Overheads £5 £5 £5 £3 £1 10s.

Less total 
subsidies(except
fertiliser ) £7 £3 — — — 15s.

B. Costs directly connected with livestock, per ewe or per cow.

Item Park sheep Hill sheep Dairy cattle Hill
cattle

1. Purchase of livestock-
Cart er haugh farm £3.15s. — £9.10s.
Fauldshope farm 5s. 5s. ». £9.10s.
Newarkburn farm 5s. •» £9.10s.
Fastheugh farm — 5s. — £9.10s.

2. Cost of feeding stuff £1.10s. £1.0s. £50 £9.Os.(including home grown)
3. Herd depreciation

Carterhaugh farm 15s. — £1.10s. 10s.Fauldshope farm 10a. 5s. — 10s.
Newarkburn farm — 10s. ». 10s.Fas the ugh farm — 5s. » 10 s.4. Veterinary fees, 10s. 10s. £1 10s.medicines, etc.

5. Transport and haulage 5s. 5s. 5s. 5s.6. Overheads £4 £1 £37 £12Less subsidies £1 £1.5s. £17.10s.
In calculating average costs of ploughing and harvesting, the 

cost of machinery is taken as the value of annual depreciation and

added' to costs of repairsi$ maintenance and running expenses. The 
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fertiliser treatment involves the following costs:

Tillage crops- Basic slag £3.10s.
Grain or turnip manure £3.10s.

Rotation grass- Nitro-chalk £1.10s., usually twice 
during, a rotation

Other grazing areas- Liming done as necessary.
Subsidy on tillage crops applies to cereals only.

Herd depreciation accounts for natural mortality.

Receipts
A, Direct receipts from sale and disposal of arable. produce-

Actual or average outturn taken,as applicable.

B. Receipts from sale of livestock and livestock produce,

per ewe or.per cow in the livestock population.

Item Park sheep Hill sheep Dairy cattle Hill cattle

1. Sale of livestock-
Carterhaugh £14.15s. £6.5s. £42.10s.
Fauldshope £8.5s. £2 — £42.10s.
Newark!urn — £2.10s. — £42.10s.
Fas the ugh « £1.10s. - £42.10s.

2. Sale of wool-
Carterhaugh £1.15s. - — —
Fauldshope £2 £1.5s. —
Newark!urn « £1.5s. — —
Fas the ugh — £1 - —

3. Sale of milk, etc.
Carterhaugh — ¿I^OAOs. —

The average cost and receipt figures shown against beef (hill) 

cattle are combined averages for the whole Estate, as farm-wise 

records are not kept.
On the basis of the average figures of coasts and revenues 

and of stock density carried by different forage crops, values of 
NDR/acre and NDR/£100 at rates of discount from 2 to 8% have been 

calculated for sW some of the units and are tabulated in Appendix 

IV. The current arable rotations have been assumed for each field. 

Only those units could be included for which some actual outturn 

figures me available and the rotations were definitely known.
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METHOD OF ANALYSIS
Mathematically, the relationship between the productivity of 

land, as measured by an economic value and various environmental 

factors, may be expressed as
11 - f^ (AjB, C, etc.),where 1^ is an index representing eco

nomic productivity, pertaining to land-use/crop combination, j, 

calculated at a certain rate of discount,and A,B,C,etc. are the 

values of various environmental factors. The function f^_ would not 

be the same for each crop, because of the widely varying require

ments of individual crops.
A number of statistical, techniques, may be used with advantage 

to test the correlation of productivity with environmental factors. 
In^present.study the choice of methods has been fairly restricted, 

owing to the mon-quantif iable nature of two of the factors, soil 

and geology.The method of analysis of variance is used to test 

the significance of differences in economic productivity between 

various environmental .groups. If the inter-group differences are 
found to be significant at 5% level, a series of t tests are carried 

out to find out the significance of differences among individual 

pairs of the groups. .Groups not showing apy significant differences 

between them are amalgnated,. so that finally a revised classification 
a.

is achived in which all inter-class differences are significant. 
Analysis has been done for the values of N.D.R./acre and 

N.D .R./£100 at 4% and giving in all 4 sets of analysis. Separate 

analysis has been carried out for the 6 woodland species and a 

combined analysis for all the fanning areas.

The complete analysis for the case of Sitka Spruce is given 

below to illustrate the. technique used, but in all other cases only
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the final stage in operations is given.

For Sitka Spruce, the frequency distribution of units under

various environmental groups is as follows ;

Soil Geology Altitude Aspect Slope Yield No. of Total
Class units

AL a i W D 28o 1 1
LP g i E B 240 1

260 1 2
ti h ii S B 240 1 1
h be h N D 220 1

280 1 2
ti it n ti E 220 1 1
it ti ii ti 0 220 1 1
h it n n D 200 2

220 1
260 1
2 80 1 5

it ii II ti E 18O 1
220 3 4

h ii if E D 26O 1 1n h iii N D 220 1 1
h s ii it D I80 1

200 1 2
it h II W E 140 1

I60 1 2ii tl iii N D 18C 1
200 1 2

H tl 11 it E I60 1 1
it tl iv ii C 140 1

I80 n X 2
fl II II it D 140 1

I80 1 2
ii 11 tl ii E 140 1 1
h II 11 S B I80 1 1
II It 11 w E 140 1 1

yw a i s B 200 1X 1
ER be 11 E C 240 1 1

h SI ii S c 200 1
220 1 2

KZ II 11 xb c 220 1 1
ERc S iii N D . 260 1 1

it II II S D 240 1 1
The above table indicates some affinitie s among environmental

factors. For e:sample, environmental groups in the middle of the table
have lower Y.C . ’s than those at either end.

In order to make the data fit for analysing, a re-grouping is

done by combining those groups which posess a fair amount of
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uniformity inY.C. pattern. This device increases the number of

sampling units in individual groups. The revised table is griven
below . Description of the groups follows the table.
Yield FDR/acre NDR/S100 Environmental Groups
Class 4% 62 4% 6% 1. 22 3 3*

0
 r 
- 

in st 7 Total
140 15 -45 15 -50 > — — 4 5
160 -35 '40 -40 — — 2 —
180 -25 65 -25 1 2 3 6

' 200 80 -15 90 -10 • 1-2 6
220 110 0 110 0 4 2 4 - — 10
240 150 15 155 20 1 2 1 — 4
26O 185 30 185 40 1 1 2 »MW — 4
280 215 45 215 55 1 2 — — — - 3

Total 2: 5 10 457 7 40

Group Soil Geology Altitude Aspect Slope
1 ERc s iii h,E D
2 AL,LE,YW a,g i E ,S ,W B,D
3 nP be 1 -111 N, E C ,D
4 ER ,KZ be X n XX E ,S ' C
5 LP be * = ■»

1, 11 N E6 LP s ii,iii D,E
7 LP s iv N ,S- ,w C,D,E
For analysis of variance the standard model for partition of 

degrees of freedom and sum of squares of differences is used.

Degrees of freedom Sum of squares
Between arrays m - 1
Within arrays n - m by subtraction

Total n - 1

where n is the total number of observations, m the number of 

arrays, n^ the number of observations in the pth array, y^the mean 

of observations in pth array and y the mean of all observations.
For t test the value of the statistic^ is calculated by the 

standard formula but if the difference in the variances of the two 

groups is too large the modified formula is used.
The level of significance at 5%, 1% an^O.lh is denoted by the 

the symbols x , xx , xxx respectively.
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The results of analysis of variance of the differences among

the seven groups using: the four variable functions are given below.

NDR/acre at 4% rate of discount

d.f. S .S. Mean S.S. F

Between groups 6 83,912 13,985 9.5 xxx

Within groups 33 48,478 1,470

Total 39 132,390

NDR/S100 at 4% rate of discount

d.f. s.s.

faCO w

Between groups 6 89,969 14,995 11.7 xxx

Within groups 33 42,281 .1,281

Total 39 132,250
NDR/acre at 6x rate of discount

d.f. s.s. M.S.S. F

Between groups 6 17,513 2,919 10.1 xxx

Within groups 33 9,527 288

Total 39 27,040

OR/CIOO at 6% rate of discount

D .F. s .s. M.S.S. F

Between groups 6 22,097 3,683 8.3 XXX

Within groups 33 14,558 • 44x
—.. “T-------

Total 39 36,655

with all the four criteria the differences of means are 

highly significant. In a series of t tests, carried out in each case 

to test the significance of differences of the means between indi

vidual pairs of groups , the values of t and the Levels of signifi

cance are found to he of the same order. These Levels of signific-

ance are given below in the form of a chart.
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Groups 2 3 4 5 . 6 7

1 p s n.s. n.s. X XXX XXX
2 n.s. n.s o n.s. XXX XXX
3 n.s o noso XXX XXX
4 n.s. XX XX
5 XX XX
6 n.s

A scrutiny of the results shows that there are no significant 
differences among groups 1 to 5 and again "between groups 6 and 7» 

These are therefore merged to form only 2 groups and a new classi

fication table prepared of new groups designated groups I and II.

Yield OR/acre NDR/S100 Environmental. groups 
Class 4% 65 45 6g______ I II___ Total,

140 15 -45 15 -50 na 5 5
16o 55 -35 40 -40 2 2
180 60 -25 65 “25 1 5 6
200 80 -15 90 -10 4 2 6
220 110 0 110 0 10 — 10
240 150 15 155 20 4 — 4
26O 185 30 185 40 4 « 4
280 215 45 215 55 Ml 3 . ..

Total — - 26 14 40

Description of groups

Group Soil Geology Alt it ude Aspect. Slope
I AL a i W D

LP g, be i to iii N,E,S B to E
YW a i S B

ER,KZ be i, ii E,S C
ERc s iii R,E D

II LP s ii to iv N.S.W C to E

These two groups show highly significant differences between

them using ’t’ test with all the four criteria :

Criteria Value of ’t’
HDR/acre,4g 6.72 XXX

6% 7.06 XXX
NDR/£100,4% 6.83 xxx

7.52 xxx

This therefore is the final classification in the case of

Sitka Spruce. The better quality land consists of all types of



soils, geological formation and topography, except for the shallower 

diy soils of Linhope series formed on shattered Silurian rocks..

In the. analysis for Sitka Spruce, it is seen that identical 

results of significance tests are obtained by using any of the four 

economic criteria. The same pattern is revealed in other cases also.

The tables of final groupings for the remaining five species 

are given below. To show the significance of differences of the 

means of groups among themselves, the results of t test for the 

case of NDR/acre at 4% only are discussed.

For Norway Spruce, the final grouping is as follows j

Yield EDR/acre 1DR/L100
4b 6b

Environmental groups Total
Class 4p 6% I II Ill
ICO -40 -65 640 -8© 8 8
120 -20 -60 -20 -70 2 3 5
140 0 -50 o -6o 4 1 5
16o 25 -40 20 -50 9 9
180 50 -30 50 -35 1 1
200 8o -20 80 -20 2 2
220 105 -10 105 -5 1 1
240 130 5 135 5 4 4 .

Total 8 15 12 35

Description of the

Group „ Soil

groups-

Geology Alt it ude As pact Slope

I AL a i E,S A,E
LP be i N C

ER,K2 be i, ii S C
II LP bc,s 11,111 E,E,S CtoD

III AL a,be i,ii W BtoD
LP s iv N BtoE
ERc be iii N D

These groups also show a high level of significance of inter-

group differences as given in 'the table below of ’t*’ values for

NDR/acre at 4%

Group 
I

II
12.51 xxx 14.

III 
08 xxx

II 7. 32 XXX
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In theecase of Japanese and Hybrid Larches, the final ¿¿rouping

is as follows :

Yield NDR/acre KDR/OIOO Environmental groups
Class 4L 6% 4% 6% I II III IV Total

10 - -----
80 -25 -55 -25 -65

100 —5 -40 5 -45 1 . 6
2 2

7
■ 120 35 -25 35 -30 7 3 4 14
140 70 “10 70 -5 8 7 3 18

. 160 115 10 _ 105 15 21 1 22
Total 36 12 13 2 63

The significance level of interclass differences is given

below :

Description of groups
Group Soil Geology Altitude Aspect Slope

I LP be i,ii N,E,S C ,DE
YW a i S B

ER,KZ be i,ii E,S 0
ERc s iii M,S D

II AL g i E B
LP g i N, E ,S D
EK g i S D
W a,g i N ,E A ,B ,C ,D

III AL a i N,E A,F
LP s i to iv N,W B,D,E,F
ERc be i H F

___ 3lV__ ...____ LP_______ be i W____ D

NDR/acre at 4%

Group II III IV
I 3aO9 xx 6.56 XXX 5.48 XXX

II 9.01 XXX 4.25 XX
III

In the case of European Larch again, only
2.25 X

two significantly
differing groups are obtained.
Yield NDR/acre NDR/0100 Environmental groups
C las s 4% 6% 4% 6> I II Total

66 -55 -70 -55 -85 1 1Bo -30 -60 -25 -70 6 6
100 5 -50 5 -55 4 4 8
120 30 -30 35 -35 4 4
140____ 65~ -10 _ 65 _ __-15
Tata!

6 1
' " 14     12 ~—
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Description of groups

Group Soil Geology Alt it ude Aspect Slope

I LP g 5S i to iii N,E B,D,E,F
EK g i E D,E
YW a i E,S B,C
v.R be i E C
SZ be 1 E C
ERc be i F

Ila AL a i E,S A,C
LP be ii,iii IT D,E,F

lib LP s iv U.S C,D,E

KDR/acre at 4% t - 5.02 XXX

For Scots pine, the position is as follows :

Yield NDR/acre NDR/£10C Environmental groups
Class 4L 6% 4% 6% I II III Total

&) -60 -•70 -60 -85 1 6 7
ICO -45 -■65 -45 — 80 2 2 4
120 -25 -•60 -30 -70 9 2 2 11
140 0 -•50 0 -bO 6 1 7
I60 20 --40 25 -45 4 4

Total 19 6 8 33

Description of groups

Group Soil Geology Altitude Aspect Slope

I AL a,be i, ii E ,W D
LP g,bc N ,E ,S B ,C ,D
EK g i S A ,E
ER be i,ii E,S C ,E
ERc s iv N,S C,D

II LP be ,s 11,111 K E
III LP s « '

IV IT B,D
AL a,be i, ii W B,C

Significance of’t’for MDR/acre at 4L

Group 
I

II

II
2.52 x

III
5.58 XXX
2.43 x

Lastly in the case of Douglas Fir also only two groups are

formed. The frequency table, description of groups and the result

of’t’ test for NDR/acre at 4% are given below.
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Yield EDH/acre NDR/¡S100 Environmental groups
Moca AC AC Ad Lol t TT m«+o1

12c -5 -•50 -5 -60 3 3
160 50 -■25 50 -30 2 2
200 125 5 125 5 1 1
220 165 20 165 25 1 1
240 210 40 205 45 1 1
Total 5 3 8

Group Soil Geology Alt itude Aspect Slopes

I ■ LP be ii E C
W a,g i IT ,E ,S B,C,D
ER be i E C

II AL a,be i N,W A,C,D

KDR/acre 4%, rt‘ - 4.27 x

In the case of agriculture, there áse in all 30 units, 27 

fields of arable farming and 3 large hill grazing units, for which 

values of NDR/acre and NDR/£100 have been calculated. The tables: 
below give the final environmental grouping in terms of ^45 and 65 

respectively. The frequency distribution in the twoocases is not . 

the same, as in the case of forestry where Y.C. was the deciding 

factory but the environmental classes obtained,which show signifi
cant differences amongst themselvesiba- sa^®--

NDR/acre at 45 I 11 in IV Total

25 3 3
55 1 1
60 3 3
65 7 7
70 2 4 6
75 3 3
80 4 4
90 2 2

105 1 1
Total 3 9 15 3 30

EDR/acre at 65 I II III IV Total

15 3
25 6
30 5 5
35 1 3 4



100,
NDR/acre at 6% I

40
45
50 2
60 1

II 
4 
4

III 
1

IV Total.
5 '
4
2
1

Total. 3 9 15 3 . „32__
NDR/acre at W NDR/acre at 6%

Group II
I 5.27xx5

II
III

III IV
c 9*20xxx 14.00xxx
5.12xxx 20.40xxx

15.18x*x

Group
I ’ 

II 
III

II III
3.89xx 7»24xxx

5.66xxx

IV
10.92xxx
10.40xxx
5.26xxx

The results indicate that.in arable farming productivity 

varies with the soil. Best soils are of Ettrick and Kedslie series, 

followed by the Alluvial soils, while all the freely drained brown 

forest soils are next.
Using NDR/S100 at both rates of discount, no significant ■' 

differences are obtained, because the values of this function are 

almost the same for each field. This contingency arises because 

in the calculations no restriction was placed on the amount of 

capital that could be invested oh farming. The capital being un
limited, the NDR/£100 of expenditure reflects a situation in which 

as much money goes into the land as needed. The return per unit of

investme nt the rs fore, bee omes c ons tant.



CHAPTER 3

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

The resulte of analysis show that though the productivity of 

land, is largely overshadowed by the systems of management, some 
significant differences, nevertheless, emerge due to its physical 

characteristics. It is seen that the soils of Kedslie and Ettrick 

series get the highest ranking in almost all of the seven alternat

ives. Similarly soils formed on ^and and gravel deposits get higher 

ranking, except in arable farming, where they are placed only in the 

third group.Lowest ranks are also accorded to altitudes above 1000’ 

and to western aspects, almost in all cases. Other simgle factors 

show a wider range of rankings.

FORMATION OF LAND CAPABILITY CLASSES.

The relativa rankings recéeved by various major environmental 

groups under the seven activities are shown below in a tabulated 

form. The total number of ranks of each activity are given under it. 
The ranking for farming are based on NDR/acre only and not on NDR/£100. 

The twelve groups shown exhaust all the types of situations met 

with in woodland and lower farming area.
The visible correlation between rankings is not very marked 

but shows a general pattern of correspondence .There are two anoma

lies which can be explained. Group no.3, with Ettrick complex soils 
at a height level 800 ’ - 1000’ and placed comparatively higher 

than its counter-part on no. 10, contains a few exceptionally good 

forest crops in continuation of forests on lower area of Linhope 

series. The better quality of land is perhaps due to locally good 
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soil in the. Complex. Group at 12 contains some exceptionally poor 
quality JL stands, separating from the main group at no. 6. The 

variation in the performance of Linhope soils with altitude and 

underlying geology is caused by differences in soil depth and local 

drainage conditions.

'S/no
Environmental groans

Aspect Slope
Ranks

A.SS.NS . JL EL SP DF. Soil geology Altitude
3 2 3 4 2 3 2

1 KZ be i, ii E,S A to c 1 1 1 1 1 1
2
3
4

ERe
AL

be 
s 
a.o*

i 
iii 
i E

E,S 
K,E 
,S ,W

A 
D 
A

to

to

C

D

1

2

1
1
1 1,3

1 
.1 
2,3

1

2

1
1

1,3

1

2
5
6

ER 
LP

be 
a,g

ii 
i H

TPJi ® U
,E,S

B.
A'

,C 
to C

3
3

1
1 1

1
1,2 1

1
1 1

ek a?g i,ii ESS B to 0 3 2 1 1

9
LP 
LP

g,bc
s

ii,iii H 
i to iii

,E,S 
all

B
B

to 
to

F
E

3 1
2

1,2
2

1
3

2
1

1,2 
2

1

10
11
12

ERc 
LP 
LP

be 
s 
be

i to 
iv
i

iii
all
W

D 
C 
D

to 
to

F
E 2

3
3

3
4

1
2 3

A :- Arable Farming.

Giving due weightage to Arable farming and Sitka Spruce, wh- 
■j-oy

ich is likely to be the main species for sometime to come,a formal 

land classification may be attempted now. The twelve groups can be 
merged to form 5 classes including respectively (i) groups nos.l, 
2 and 5; (ii) 4; (iii) 6,7>and8; (iv) 9; and (v) ll.Groups placed 

at nos. 3 and 10 would be treated separately; group no. 12 neglec

ted. The Hill grazing areaf ,outs ide the boundries of the above 

classified tract, have been lumped into one class of land. This has 

to be done because of lack of detailed information about this area,
The description suggested 6 classes is given below: 

Class I Imperfectly drained fertile soils of Kedslie and Ettrick 

series, found on boulder clay, at altitude below 800*. 

Present use mainly forestry, with some arable farming on 
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easier- slopes^ suitable for arable farming; 

plantations of S'S, OF,and NS.
Class II Alluvial soils,on lower terraces, formed on recent allu

vium and sand and gravel; below 600’» Present use mainly 

arable farming. Flatter ground suitable for arable far

ming but high banks may be planted with SS ,NS and JL.

Class III Well drained brown forest soils of Yarrow,Eckford and 

Linhope series formed on alluvium sand and gravel, the 
last soil series also on boulder clay, giving deep fer

tile soils. Present use forestry and permanent pasture 

on higher sloping ground and arable farming on gentler 

slopes lower down.
Class IV Shallower soils of Linhope series formed on shattered 

greywacks, and grits upto 1000’. Present use forestry, 

permanent pastures and hill grazing;.
Class V Land above an altitude of 1000’ on Limhope series. Low 

productivity. Present use forestry and hill grazing.

Class VI Hill grazing land on different soils, namely, the Lin

hope, Dod and Hardiee series, and the two complexes. 

Present use hill grazin’ .

Soils of the Ettrick complex; earrying woodland area, have 

not been included in any of the above classes. They are deemed to 

be allocated tc the class of the adjoining soils.
Curves of mean NDR/acre against rate of discount are given 

in the diagrams that follow. The number of observations (units)

which a curve ire-iavesewts is shown against it in brackets.
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From the above graphs, it may he seen that the carves for 

arable farming and hill grazing have flatter gradients of fall of 
NDR/acre with increasing rate of discount than those for the six 

forest species. The point of intersection of two curves indicates the 

relative superiority of one of the alternative uses over the ather 

.above the corresponding rate of discount or below it.

In classes I to III, arable farming turns out to be the most 
profitable alternative above rate of discount. In class II, the 
very high values of NDR/acre for SS are due to there being only one 

unit in this class. If more than one unit were there, the NDR/acre. 

curve would perhaps be closer to that of NS than now, crossing the. 
arable farming curve nearer to 5/} than now. 5/L may therefore be 

taken as the critical value of the discount rate for choosing bet

ween forestry and agriculture.

Among forest species, SS is the most profitable in classes I 

to TV, followed closely by JL. The Least remunerative are EL and SP. 
These four species show a fairly consistent pattern. Above 8% in 

classes I to III and 6% in classes III and IV, JL turns out to be 
bast 

the forest crop, because of its faster growth and consequently short

er rotations..

The gradual decline in productivity of the. successive grades 

of land can be judged by the decreasing internal rates of return 

for each alternative, being the rate of discount at which the curves 

cuts the x-axis.

This classification is strictly applicable to the particular 

conditions in the Estate. It is, however, capable of a wider appli

cation to other similar areas, provided same costs and prices, stock

densities and levels of management are met with.
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CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER WORK

The results of this study indicate that it is possible to 

classify land according to environmental features on the "basis of 

economic productivity, giving due regard to the management alter

natives provided. Though the effect of management apparently masks 

out the inflOience of the inherent land characteristics,its inters 

action with the environment provides the real index to land capa

bility. Unless the economic considerations justify , it is not ad

vantageous to differentiate land capability on environmental fac

tors alone.
In this study, almost identical results are obtained by using 

any of the four economic criteria, namely NDR/acre and NDR/£1OO at 

4% and 6% rates of discount; ; in the case of forestry. In the case 

of agriculture,the criterion NDR/£1OO has failed to show any sig

nificant results, as discussed in last chapter.
The results for the woodland and arable farming areas show 

that soil is the chief distinguishing factor for land classifiaation 

in this area, followed by altitude and parent material. The effects 

of aspect and slppe are not significant, except for some differences 

locally attributable to aspect. Though the role of slope is not 

manifest directly, it has an indirect influence, for a particular 

soil series generally forms on certain slopes. Therefore the effect 

of slope is largely accounted for by soil differences.

The final land capability classification obtained in this 

study would perhaps not be different from similar classifications 

attempted by considering environmental factors alone, using quali

tative or quantitative physical criteria. Nevertheless the method 

adopted in this study treats the entire process of land 
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classification with a high degree of objectivity and makes it 
possible to justify on economic grounds the observed differences of 

productivity of land.
Because of the inherent limitations of time, scope,and avai

lability of adequate data in this study, the results obtained are 
not very conclusive. But they have demonstrated that an integration 

"of physical and economic aspects of land-use study is a practical 

proposition. It has been shown that economic assessments of produc
tivity can be related to the physical nature of land. The objectives 

with which this study was initiated have therefore been achieved.

During the work on this project it was felt that it might 

be worthwhile to investigate the utility of this method on a much 

wider area with more complex conditions of soil, climate ,etc. 

In a larger study of this nature the work should be spread up over 
a number of years, and accurate records of actual yields, costs, 

stock density and other economic statistics should be kept •



APPENDIX I
Statement Of Woodlands

Statement showing Environmental Classification and Yield

Classes of forest compartments and sub-compartments, arranged by
species. (Explanation of symbols as in the text.) 

& 80-

Compartment . 
or sub- 

compartment 
No.

Soil
• Env ir o nme nt al Factors

Slope Yield 
class

Geology Altitude Aspect i

1. 2. ..... 3» .. 4. 5. 6O 7»

Sitka Spruce

Ed LP a i S B 240
9f KZ be ii E C 220

12c ER be i E c 240
14a YW a i S B 200
21e LP g - i E B 240
23d LP o *3" E B 260
2oc AL a i W D 280
28a LP s ii N D 200
28b LP be ii N D 280
28c LP be ii N D 200
30c LP be i N D 280

. 30e LP he ii N D 260
31b LP be ii E D IbO
31e LP be ii N D 200
32c
33c

LP
LP

s ii
s iii

N
N

D 
D

180
180

33d
33f

LP
ERc

s iii
s iii

N 
N

D 
D

200
2o0

35g LP be ii N E 180
39a LP s iv N D 180
39b LP s iv N C 140
40a LP s iv S B 180
40b LP s iv N C 180
48b ERc s iii S D 240
51b ER be ii S C 220
51c ER be ii s C 200
52a LP be i N D 220
53a LP be ii N E 220
53c LP be ii N E 220
54a LP be iii N D 220
54c LP be ii N D 220
54e LP be ii N E 220
55a LP s iii N n IbO
56d LP be i N E 220
56f LP be ii N C 220
57a LP s iv N E 140
57b LP s iv N D 140
59a LP s iv E 140
6oa LP s ii W E 140
6oc LP s ii E 260
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1. 2 9 3* 4. 5» 6. 7* .

Norway Spruce

^h AL g i s E 200
7a KZ he i E C 200

101 ER be ii E c 240
lid ER Be ii E Q 240
lie ER he ii E c 240
18a AL a i E A 240
31g LP 1c ii N D 140
32a LP he iii N D 140
321 LP he iii N D 140
33^ LP s iii N 0 160
331 LP s iii N D 160
34 LP he ii E C 160
35a LP he ii N D 140
35c LP he ii N D 120
35d LP s iii N E 120
35e LP he iii N E 160
35f LP he iii N E 160
35g LP Ie ii N E 160
361 LP s iii N D 160
36h Up s iv N B 100
37b LP s iv N D 120
38a
40d

LP 
LP

s 
s

iv 
iv

N
N

E 
D

120
100

49d LP s iii S D 160
5 Id AL a i N A 220
52c W a i N C 13o
56e LP he ii N D 160
57a LP s iv N E 100
71a AL he i W D 120
72a AL he ii W C 100
721 AL he ii W c 100
72c AL he i w D 140
73b AL he i w B 100
73d AL a i w B 100
74a ERc Ie iii N D 100

J a pane s eLarch and Hybrid Larch

1c LP g i S D 120
4d EK i S D 120

EK g i s D 120
AL g i E B loO

7g 
8a ER

he 
he

i 
i

S
E

E 
C

160
140

9a KZ he ii E C 140
9b ER he ii ■ E C 140
9c KZ he ii E C 140
9d KZ he ii E C 140
9g KZ he ii E C 120
91 ER he ii E C 140

10a ER he ii E c 160



n. 2. 3. 4.9. 5. 6, 7.

ULc EÜ be i E c 120
12d ER be i E c 140
14a YW a i S B 16O
14 c yw a i S B 140
15a w a i s B 160
151 w a i ' s B 120
151 w a i S' B 16O
15e w a i s B I60
15g w a i s B I60
17a ERc be i N F 120
lob AL a 1 E A 100
181 AL a i E A 100
2Oa YW a i E B IbO
20b W a i E B 140
20c W a i E C 140
21a LP S i E C 140
23c LP g i E B I60
23e W g i E B 120
251 AL a i E F 120
26a LP be i W D 80
26b 1 y be Í w D 80
27c w c* i B A 120
27e LP O* i N B 120
27f TN i E B 100
28b LP s ii N D 140
29a LP s ii E D I60
3OI LP be ii N D I60
33e LP s iv N D 120
33f ERc s iii M D I60
36c LP s iii N D 140
3óa LP s iii N D 100
36e LP s i N F 100
36h LP s iv N B 100
46c EH be ii S C 160
47a ER be ii S C I60
47b ER be ii s C I60
47e EH be ii s C I60
48b ERc s iii s D I60
49a LP be ii s E I60
49b LP be ii s ' c I60
50b EP be ii s c I60
50 a ER be ii s c 120
5ia AL a i H A 140
52b TN a i N D 140
52a TN i IT B 140
531 LP be ii H hj IoO
55b LP be ii IT E 140
58a LP be i N E 140
58h LP s ii N E igo
59a LP s iv W E 100

European Larch
6a EK g 1 E E 1006e EK a i E D 140
8b KZ be i E C 140
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1. 2. ' 3. 4. 5. 6. 7.

Od ER 6c i E c 120
15c YW a 3 s s 140
15g W a i s B 140
loa AL. a i a 0 10C
17a ERc 6c i PF 120
18e AL a i E A 100
20d YW a i E C 140
236 LP g i E B 100
266 LP Be i W D 80
27e LP g i IT B 120
306 LP be ii N D 140
336 LP s iii IT D 140
35e LP 6c iii IT E 80
35f LP be iii N E 80
3§d LP s iii IT D 100
36g LP s iii N F 100
376 LP s iv H D 80
37c LP 6 c iii N 80
37d LP s iv N E 80
37e LP 6 c iii .K E .100
41c LP s iv S C 60
58d LP 6 c i IT E 100
58f LP s ii N E 120

Scotspine

la LP g ii & C 140
36 EK g i s E 140
4k EK i s A 120
5a LP 6c ii s C 120
56 LP 6 c ii E C 140
9e ER 6c ii E c 160

lid ER 6c i E c 160
18e AL a i E A 140
28b LP 6c ii N D 140
29a LP s ii E D 120
32a LP 6c iii N D 120
35a T xjx 6 c ii IT D 120
35e LP 6c iii N E 120
35f LP 6c iii N E 120
356 LP be ii IT E 80
36a ERc s iv IT C 140
36b LP s iv K B 100
376 LP s iv IT D 100
37c LP 6c iii K E 100
37e LP Be iii N E 140
40d LP s iv IT D 80
48b ERc s iii S D 160
49a LP be ii s E 160
51a ER be i s E 120
576 LP s iv II 0 80
57c LP be iii IT D 120
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1. 2, 3. 4. 5. 6. 7.

S 8e LP s ii N E 100
71a AL be i W D 120
72a AL be i W C 80
72b AL be ii C sq
72c AL be ii w D 120
7313 AL be i w 3 So
73d AL a i w B So

Douglas Fir

5b LP be ii E C 160
12b ER be i E c 220
15a W a i S B 240
18c AL a i N A 120
20d W g i E C 16o
52a W a i IT D 200
71d AL be i W C 120
71f AL be i W D 120



APPENDIX II

a Statement of Arable Fields
Statement showing Environmental classification of arable fields

and the present crop

Name of field

rotations. (Exclamation of symbols as in the text) 
& So.

Soil.
Environmental factors
Geology Altitude Aspect Slope

Crop 
Rotation

Carterhaugh farm
Weai&erhouse Haugh AL a i s A 7a

- Experimental Haugh AL a i s A 7^
Big Haugh West AL a _L S A oa

11 ” East AL a S A 7a
House Park AL a i E A ?a
North Gilkkeket AL a i E A oa
Back Haugh A1j a i E A 6a
Yarrow Haugh AL a i E A 7a
Cants Plot 1 LP p* i E . B 9a

” ” 2 YW g i E B 7d
Little Cants ER a 1 S A 8a

Newarkburn farm 
Auld Wark South End LP,'YW O'

V
E B

7d” ” School End lp;yw p. i N B
Castle Park YW g i S A 7 a
Wester Park YW a i N B 7c
Nursery Field LP O' i N B
Brickfield Park KZrER be i E B da
Steel Syke KZ be i E B 6b

Faulds hope farm
Upper Park LP be 11 E lia
Cottages Field LP be ii E B ba
Toories Field LP be ii E B Ila
The Clints LP,EK g ii E B Ila
Front Field EK g i E B' oa
Big Haugh AL a i S A 8a
Bonnyrig LP,EK ii S B Ila
Big Field ' LP,ER be ii s C lia
Franks: Field LP be ii s C 11a

Explanation of crop rotation symbols:
6 year rotations- 6a Turnips-kale; Barley: Grass for 4 years 

6b Barley; Turnips; Barley; Grass for 3 years
7 year rotations- 7& Barley or* oats ;Grass silage; Arable silage- 

barley; followed by grass for 4 years
7b Oats ;Turnips;Oats or barley; Grass for 4 years
7c ’ Turnips ; Oats ;B ar ley; Grass for 4 years
7d Turnips; Barley; Grass for 5 years

8 year rotations- 8a Barley;Turnips-kale,grass or arable silage; 
Oats; Grass for 5 years

9 year rotations- 9a Turnips-kale ;B ar ley; Arable silage; Grass 6 yrs.
11 year rotations-Ila Barley or oats.;Turnips-kale,grass or arable 

silage. ;Oats or Barley: Grass for 8 years.
Note: Only ‘those fi-elds are included in Ikis Vst .
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Table 1

Discounted Revenue per acre. rounded off to the nearest £5

Species
Yield 
Class
Ï.C.

Rotation 
in years 

r 2 3

Hate

4

of discount

5 6 7 8

SS 100 60 230 110 60 40 25 15 10
120 60 315 155 85 50 30 20 15
140 55 385 195 115 65 40 25 20
160 55 445 230 135 80 50 30 25
180 55 540 270 160 95 60 40 30
200 55 590 305 180 no 70 50 35
220 50 670 360 210 130 85 60 45
240 50 780 435 250 160 100 70 50
260 50 905 485 285 180 115 80 60
280 50 985 550 315 200 130 90 65

NS 100 70 225 105 55 30 25 10 10
120 ¿5 285 140 75 45 25 15 10
140 65 350 175 95 55 35 20 15
160 65 410 210 120 70 45 25 20
180 65 525 265 145 85 55 35 25
200 60 615 310 175 105 65 40 30
220 60 700 350 200 120 75 50 35
240 60 780 395 225 140 90 60 40

JL & HL ' 60 50 165 95 50 30 20 10 10
80 50 235 125 75 45 30 20 15

100 45 335 100 120 70 45 30 25
120 45 420 330 140 90 60 45 30
140 45 510 285 175 no 75 55 40
160 40 600 335 225 130 100 75 50

EL 40 60 75 35 20 15 10 5 5
60 55 155 80 45 25 15 10 10
80 55 250 130 70 45 25 15 15

100 50 335 180 105 60 35 25 20
120 50 400 225 130 85 65 40 30
140 45 510 275 170 115 75 50 40

SP 60 75 90 35 20 10 10 5 5
80 70 145 70 35 15 15 5 5

100 70 190 95 50 25 20 10 10
120 65 245 125 70 40 25 15 10
140 65 340 170 95 55 35 20 15
160 60 415 225 115 70 45 30 20

DF 120 55 325 160 95 55 25 20 15
140 55 400 225 120 75 45 30 20
160 55 485 270 150 95 60 40 25180 55 605 350 185 115 70 45 30
200 50 690 415 225 135 90 60 40
220 50 790 475 265 160 105 75 50240 50 890 555 310 180 125 85 60260 50 985 635 365 210 140 100 70
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Table 2.

Total Discounted Expenditure per acre, rounded off to nearest £5 
( c=£65 per acre; e=£1.0 per acre)

Rotation Rate of discount
in 

years 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

40 170 125 no 95 90 85 80
45 160 120 105 95 85 80 80
50 155 120 100 90 85 80 80
55 150 115 100 90 85 80 80
60 145 110 95 90 85 80 80
65 140 110 95 90 85 80 80
70 135 110 95 85 85 80 80
75 135 105 95 85 85 80 80
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Table 3.

Net Discounted Revenue per acre, rounded off to the nearest £5»
The last column shows the financial yield, the rate oi- which NDR/acre=0

Species Yield 
Class 2 3

Rate of discount,
7

.  Financial
8 yield %4 5 6

SS 100 85 0 -35 -50 . -60 -65 -70 3.0
120 170 45 -10 -40 -55 -60 -65 3.8
140 235 80 15 -25 -45 -55 -60 4.3
160 295 115 35 -10 -35 -50 -55 4.8
180 390 155 60 5 -25 -40 -50 5.1
200 440 190 80 20 -15 -30 -45 5.5
220 515 240 110 40 0 -20 -35 6.0
240 625 315 150 70 15 -10 -30 6.6
260 750 365 185 90 30 0 -20 7.0
280 830 430 215 110 45 10 -15 7.4

NS 100 90 0 -40 -55 -65 -70 -70 3.0
120 145 30 -20 -45 -60 -65 -70 3.5
140 210 65 0 -35 -50 -60 -65 4.0
160 270 100 25 -20 -40 -55 -60 4.5
180 385 155 50 -5 -30 -45 -55 4.9
200 470 200 80 15 -20 -40 -50 5.4
220 555 240 105 30 -10 -30 -45 5.8
240 635 285 130 50 5 -20 -40 6.2

JL & HL .60 10 -25 -50 -60 -65 -70 -70 2.3
80 80 5 -25 -45 -55 -60 -65 3.2

100 175 60 5 -25 -40 -50 -55 4.1
120 260 110 35 -5 -25 -35 -50 4.8
140 350 165 70 15 -10 -25 -40 5.6
160 430 210 115 45 10 -10 -30 6.5

HL 40 -70 -75 -75 -75 -75 -75 -75 0.5
60 5 -30 -55 -65 -70 -70 -70 2.1
80 100 15 -30 -45 —00 -65 -65 3.2

100 180 60 5 -30 -50 -55 -60
120 245 105 30 -5 -30 -40 -50 4.8
140 350 155 65 20 -10 -30 -40 5.6

SP 60 ~45 -70 -75 -75 -75 -75 -75 1.0
80 10 -40 -60 -70 -70 -75 -75 2.2

100 55 -15 -45 -60 -65 -70 -70 2.8
120 105 15 -25 -50 -60 -65 -70 3.3
140 200 60 0 -35 -50 -60 -65 4.0
160 270 115 20 -20 -40 -50 -60 4.5

DF 120 175 45 -5 -35 -50 —60 -65 3.9
140 250 105 20 -15 -40 -50 -60 4.5
160 335 155 50 5 -25 -40 -55 5.1
180 455 235 85 25 -15 -35 -50 5.6
200 535 295 125 45 5 -20 -40 6.2
220 635 355 165 70 20 -5 -30 6.8
240 735 435 210 90 40 5 -20 7.2
260 830 515 265 120 55 20 -10 7.6
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Table 4»

Net Discounted Revenue per £100 of expenditure, rounded 
off to the nearest £5«

Species
Yield
Class
Y.C.

Rate of discount p%
2 3 4 5 6 7 8

SS 100 60 0 -35 -60 -75 -85 -$0
120 115 45 -10 -45 -65 -75 -85
140 155 70 15 -25 -50 -65 -75
160 195 105 40 -10 -40 -60 -70
180 260 145 65 10 -25 -50 -65
200 295 170 90 25 -10 -40 -55
220 335 210 110 45 0 -25 -45
240 405 265 155 75 20 -10 -35
260 490 310 185 100 40 0 -25
280 540 365 215 120 55 10 -20

NS 100 65 0 -40 -65 -80 -85 -90
120 105 25 -20 -50 -70 -80 -85
140 150 55 0 -35 —60 -75 -80
160 190 90 20 -20 -50 -65 -75
180 275 140 50 -5 -35 -55 -70
200 325 175 80 15 -20 -45 -65
220 380 215 105 35 -5 -40 -60
240 435 255 135 55 5 -30 -50

JL & HL 60 10 -20 -50 —65 -75 -85 -90
80 55 5 -25 -50 —65 -75 -80

100 110 50 5 -25 -45 -60 -70
120 165 90 35 -5 -30 -45 -60
140 220 135 70 20 -5 -30 -50
160 260 170 105 50 15 -20 -40

EL 40 -50 —65 -80 -90 -90 -95 -95
60 5 -25 -55 -70 -85 -90 -80
80 65 10 -25 -50 -70 -80 -85

100 115 50 5 -35 -55 -70 -75
120 160 90 35 -5 -35 -55 -65
140 220 125 65 20 -15 -40 -55

SP 60 -35 —65 -80 -85 -90 -95 -9580 5 -35 -60 -75 -85 -90 -95
100 40 -15 -45 -65 -80 -85 -90
120 75 15 -30 -55 -70 -80 -85
140 145 55 0 -35 -60 -70 -80
160 190 90 25 -15 *45 -65 -75

DF 120 115 40 -5 -35 -60 -75 -80
140 165 85 20 -15 *45 -65 -75
160 240 130 50 5 -30 -50 -70
ISO 315 190 85 25 -15 -40 -60
200 385 250 125 50 5 -25 -50
220 480 300 165 75 25 -10 -35
240 545 370 205 100 45 10 -25260 615 435 250 135 65 20 -15



APPENDIX IV

Table showing values of Discounted Revenue, Discounted Expen

diture , NDR/acre and NDR/£100 for various arable fields with certain 
crop rotations as given in Appendix II. All figures rounded off to 
the nearest £5.

Rate of discount,pl . 8Names of fields r Function 2 3 4 5 6 7

Steel Syke 6 V 1395 925 665 525 440 380 325
C 1170 770 560 445 38O 330 285

NDR/acre 225 155 105 80 60 50 40
NDR/^100 a; 20 20 20 15 15 15

Brickfield, Little 8 V 133c 855 660 J yö 440 385 335
Cants C 1115 725 570 460 39C 345 305

NDR/acre 215 ISO 90 70 50 40 30
NDR/£100 20 20 15 15 15 10 10

Vie at her house Haugh, 7 V 1380 915 685
605

530 455 395 335
Experimental Haugh, C 1175 800 475 410 360 310
Big Haugh East, NDR/acre 205 155 80 55 45 35 25
Yarrow Haugh NDR/£1OO 20 ,15 15 10 10 10 10
Big Haugh, Front 8 V 975 630 485 385 325 280 250
Field C 790

180
525 415 335 285 250 225

NDR/acre 105 70 50 40 30 25
NDR/£100 20 20 20 15 15 10 10

North G ilkeeket, 6 V 1455 95O 705 570 480 415 360
Back Haugh, Big C 1265 840 630 515 440 380 335
Haugh West NDR/acre 19O 110 75 55 40 35 25

NDR/£1OO 20 15 10 10 10 10 10
Castle Park, Wester7 V 1335 895 675 515 440 380 330
Park, Nursery Field, C 1170 800 605 465 405 355 310
House Park NDR/acre 165 95 70 50 35 25 20

NDR/£1OO 15 10 10 10 10 10 5
Cants Plot 1 . 9 V 1295 88c 675 535 440 370 325

c 1150 790 610 490 410 350 31c
NDR/acre 145 65 45 30 20 15
NDR/Ä1OO 15 10 10 10 10 5 5

Cants Plot 2, Auld 7 V 1315 885 660 510 435 380 325
Wark School End, s 1170 795 600 470 405 355 305
Auld Wark South End NDR/acre 145 90 60 40 30 25 20

NDR/£1OO 10 10 10 10 10 5 5
Cottages Field 6 V 1010 660 490 395 335 290 255

c 865 575 435 355 30 5 265 235
NDR/acre 145 85 55 40 30 25 20
NDR/£1OO 15 15 15 10 10 1C 1©

Unper Park, Tooriesll V 810 58o 425 335 280 245 210
Field, The Clints, C 68O 490 360 295 255 225 195
Bonnyrig, Big Field, 
Franks Field

NDR/acre 130 90 65 40 25 20 15
NDR/S1OO 20 20 20 15 10 10 10



APPENDIX V

years 1962 to 1965.Yield of: barley and oats, daring the

Farm Name of field Crop Year Yield/acre 
cwt.

Carterhaugh Shielshaugh East Barley 1962 32
Weatherhouse Haugh 11 1962 33 . :
Experiment Haugh 11 1962 32
Big haugh West n 1963 23 X
Big haugh East 1! 1964 29
House Park Oats 1965 21
North Gilkeeket Barley 1964 33
Black Haugh II 1962 23
Yarrow Haugh li 1963 23 X
Cants Plot 2 Oats 1965 21

Newarkburn Auldwark South End h 1965 21.
Auidwark School

End Barley 1964 32
Auldwark Hoad

Road 11 1961 29
Castle Park II 1963 21 X
Western Park II 1961 22
Nursery Field Oats 1965 21
Brick Field Barley 1963 21 X

Oats 1965 21
Steel Syke Barley 1962 30

h 1964 30
Fauldshope Cottages Field 11 1963 23 X

Toorie Field h 1962 25
The Clints Barley 1962 26
Front Field h 1963 24 X

Oats 1965 21
Big Haugh Barley I.963 20 X

Oats 1965 21
Bonnyrig Barley 1963 21 X
Franks Field Oats 1964 24
Brockhill Shield Oats 1964 24

in 1963 were considerably lower than in a normalX Yields

year due to a cold wet summer.
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